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REHABILITATION AMENDMENTS OF 1983

SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1903

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Miduak, Utah.
The committee met, t to notice, at 1:16 p.m., in the

Jordan Valley School, 75 1000 East, Midvale, Utah, Sena-
tor Orrin G. Hatch (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Preserl: Senator Hatch.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

The CHAIRMAN. We are happy, to open our hearing on S. 1340,
the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act. As a Member of Con-
gress who is keenly interested in reauthorization of the Rehabilita-
tion Act, I am pleased to chair this hear* _today.

The Rehabilitation Act has been a Federal ca oi-.1 prograun.----
since 1920. 1 fiscal 1982 this act services to' O-
pruzimately individuals under the basic State
gmnt including 1 individuals in our own home State

The vocational rehabilitation program has benefited disabled
people by in their lifetime earnings and has allowed them
the opportunity to taxmim citizens, thus = their
need for other form of public and A tit care.
The Rehabilitation Service Administration has computed that
$10.90 has been returned to the ecinion7 for every dollar invested

the Federal Government for rehabilitation of our disabled em-

led peolde, in the first year after case closure, were expect-
ed to pal to Federal, State, and local governments an estimated
$211.5 million more in income, payroll, and sales taxes than they
would have paid had they not been ,rAaWlitated. Apart from the
obvious humaneness of this program, it clearly provides a healthy
return on our investment.

As with any other endeavor, a successful program needs to be
constantly reevaluated and updated to improve its effectiveness.
The vocational rehabilitation is no exception. For several
years now the Subcommittee on Handicapped, plus major advo-
cacy and other provider pe, have reviewed the current legisla-
tion. Their reconunendat are now reflected in S. 1340, a bill to
extend and revise the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and I am happy
to be the principal of that bill.

data collection in the annual report; establishing star
In brief, major proposed in S. 1340 include:

(1)



2

ards for evaluating programs such as independent living and
projects with industry; repealing maintenance- of-effort payments;
mandating an independent client assistance program in each State;
maximizing the use of the technological innovation. in meeting the
employment training needs of handicapped youth and adults;
strengthening the role of the National Council on the Handi-
capped; improving training programs; changing the focus of special
demonstration programs; and increasing authorization levels for
the developmental disabilities program.

As chairman of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Commit-
tee, I felt that the process of reauthorizing the Vocational Rehabili-
tation Act was important enough to schedule a full committee
meeting here in Utah. As your Senator, I want to hear your recom-
mendations regarding the program's strengths and its weaknesses.

[The text of S. 1340 follows:]

6
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S. 1340
To revise anel estend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 ad to extend doe Develop-

wand Disability Assistance sad aw at Rights Act, and for ether peruses.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Nair 23 (legislative day. Mox 16), 1963

Nt. HATCH. bon the COIRIBillte on Labor and Roma Resoorces, reported the
following original bill; which wail read twice and planed an the calendar

A BILL
To revise and extend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and to

extend the Developmental Disability Aasistsure and Bill of

Rights Act, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of &prenata-

1 tires of the United States of America in Congress asortabled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Rehabilitation Amend -

4 of 1983".

5 TITLE IREHABILITATION PROORAM

DBFI n17101118

7 8Ec. 101. (a) Section 7(7) of the Rehabilitation Act of

8 1973 (hereafter in this title referred to as "the Act") is



4

1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 paregraph:

S "(C) The term 'individual' with respect to a

4 handicapped individual means, fco the purposes of title

5 I, any, individual who has attained sixteen years of

e "age.

(b) Section 7(12) of the Act is amended by stains out

8 "Health, Education, and Welfare" and inserting in lieu

9 thereof "Education".

10 IMPOSTS

11 Sac. 102. (a) Election 13 of the Act is amended by

12 adding after the first sentence the following "The Commis-

13 loner shall annually (*Net Myrmidon on each client whose

14 case is closed out in the preceding fiscal year and include the

15 information in the report required by this section. The infer-

16 mation shall set forth a complete count of such cases in a

17 manner permitting the greatest possible cross-classification of

18 data. The data elements shall include, but not be limited to,

19 age, sea, race, ethnicity, education, type of disability, sever-

20 icy of disability, key rehabilitation proems dates, earnings at

21 time of entry into program and at closure, work status, occu-

22 patine, cost of case services, types of services provided, and

23 reasons for closure. The Commissioner shall take whatever

24 action is necessary to assure that the identity of each client

8
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3

1 for which information is supplied under this subsection is

2 confidential.".

3 (b) The last sentence of section 13 is amended by insert-

4 ing "also" after "shall".

5 RVALLIATION

6 Sac. 103. (a) Section .14(a) of the Act is amended by

7 adding after the first sentence the following new sentence:

8 "The Secretary shall establish and use standards for the

9 evaluation required by this subsection. The standards shall,

10 to the extent feasible, for all appropriate programs include

11 standards relating to the increases in employment and earn-

12 logs taking into account economic factors in the area to be

13 served by the program and the characteristics of the handi-

14 capped individuals to be served.".

15 (10 Section 14 of the Act is amended by redesignating

16 subsection (f) as subsection (g). and by inserting after subset-

17 lion (e) the following new subsection:

18 "(f) Not later than September 30, 1984, the Secretary

19 shall evaluate, in accordance with the standards required

20 under eection.62160(3) and section 7 1 1(ift of this Act-

21 "(1) the effectiveness of the projects with industry

22 program authorized under section 621 of this Act; and

23 "(2) the effectiveness of, and alternative means of

24 financing for, Independent Living Services and Centers

25 authorized by section 711 of this Act.

11 1342 142
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1 The Secretary shall preps* yid submit to the Congress in.

2 tenni reports every ninety days in each such year and a final

a report of the evakiations required by this subsection not later

4 than December 81, 1984.".

5 PAW AVOCATKINAL REHABILITATION SSIVICR8

6 AUTIIORIZATION or APPROPRIATIONS

7 Sec. 111. (a) Section 10015M1) of the Act is amended to

8 read as follows:

"(b)(t) For the purpose of making grants to States

10 under part 13 of this title to assist' them in meeting the casts

11 of vocational rehabilitation services provided in accordance

12 with State plans under section 101, there is luthorized to be

13 appropriated $993,900,000 for the fiscal year 1984,

14 4 1,047,800,000 for the fiscal year 1985, and

15 $1,103,000,000 for the fiscal year 1988.".

16 (b) The first sentence of section 100(5)0) of the Act is

17 amended to read as follow i:

18 "(2) For the purpose of allotments under section

11$ 120(a)(1), there are authorized to be appropriated such sums

20 as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1984, 1985,

21 and 1986.".

22 (e) Section 100(b)(3) of the Act is amended by striking

23 out "the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979, and for each

24 of the three fiscal years thereafter" and inserting in lieu

25 thereof "each of the fiscal years 1984, 1985, and 1988".

$ Mt 524

10
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1 ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS REPEALED

2 Sm. 112. (aX1) Section 110(b) of thr Act is repealed.

3 (2) Section 110 of the Act is amended by redeeignating

4 subsection (c) as subsection (b).

5 00 Sectkut l'il(a) of the Act is amended

a (1) by stilling out "(including any additional pity-

7 meat to it under sectin 110(b))";

8 (2) by Wiling out "(and its etid/0'0nel payment

9 under subsection (b), if any)"; and

10 (3) by striking out ", and except that the amount

11 otherwise payable to such State for such year under

12 this section shall be reduced by the amount (if any) by

13 which expenditures from non-Federal sources during

14 such year under this title are less than expenditures

15 under the State plan for the fiscal year ending June

16 30, 1072, under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act".

17 (c) The repeals and amendments made by this section

1M shall take effect October 1, 1080.

19 CLIENT ASSISTANCE

20 Sne. 113. (a) Section 112 of the Act is amended to read

21 as follows:

22 "CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROORAM

23 "Nee. 112. (a) From funds appropriated under subset,-

24 lion (g), the Secretary shall, in accordance with this section,

25 mike grants to States to establish and carry out client assist-

Al 130 5$

Ii
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1 men programs to provide assistance in informing and advis-

2 ing all clicuts and client applicants of all available benefits

3 under this Act, and upon request of such clitmts or client

4 applicants, to assist such clients or andicants in their rela-

5 tionshipa with Fojects, programa, and facilities providing

6 stwvices to them under this Act, including assistance in pur-

7 suing legal. administrative, or other appropriate remedies to

8 ensure the protection of the rights of such individuals under

9 this Ace.

10 lb) No State may receive payments from its allotment

11 under this Act in any fiscal jeer unless the State has in effect

12 not later than September 30, 1985, a client assistance pro-

13 gram, which-

14 "(1) has the authority to pursue legal, adminiatra-

15 tive, and other appropriate remedies to ensure the pro-

16 teed= of rights of handicapped individuals who are re-

17 ceiving treatments, services, or rehabilitation under

18 this Act within the State;

19 "(2) is not administered by the State Vocational

20 Rehabilitation Agency; and

21 "(3) is independent of any agency which provides

22 treatment, services, or rehabilitation to handicapped in-

23 dividuals.

24 "(0) The Governor shall designate a public or private

25 agency to conduct the client assistance program required by

11t1 RP

12,
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1 this section and be accountable for the proper use of lamb

2 appropriated for its use.

3 "101X40 The Secretary shall allot the sums appropri-

4 aced for each fiscal year under this section among the States

5 on the basis of relative population of each State, except that

6 no State shall receive less than 130:000.

7 "(B) The Secretary shall allot $30,000 each to Amen-

8 can Samoa, Guam, the Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana

9 Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

10 "(0) For the purpose of this paragraph, the term 'State'

11 does not include American Samoa, Guam, the Virgil Islands,

12 the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Trust Territory of the

13 Pacific Islands.

14 "(2) The amount of an allotment to a State for a fiscal

15 year which the Secretary determines will not be required by

16 the State during the period for which it is available for the

17 purpose for which allotted shall be available for reallotment

18 by the Secretary from time to time on such dates he may fix

19 to other States with respect to which such a determination

20 has not been made, in proportion to the original allotments of

21 such States for such fiscal year, but with such proportionate

22 amount for any of such other States being reduced to the

23 extent it exceeds the sum the Secretary estimates such State

24 needs and will be able to use during such period; and the

25 total of such reduction shall be similarly reallotted among the

$ IMO RS

13
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1 States whose proportionate amounts were not so reduced.

2 Any such amount SO reallotted to a State for a fiscal year

S shall be deemed to be a part of its allotment for such fiscal

4 year.

5 "(3)(A) The Secretary shall pay to the Governor from

6 the &Rothman of the State the amount specirmd in the appli-

7 cation approved under subsection (e).

8 "(8) For thte purpose of this paragraph and subsection

9 (c), the term 'Governor' means the chief execufilve of the

10 State.

11 "(e) No grant may be made under this section unless the

12 State submits an andication to the Secretary at such time, in

13 such manner, and containing or aecompanied by such inky.-

14 oration as the Secretary deans necessary to meet the re-

15 quirements of this section.

16 "(f) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations aii;licable

17 to the client assistance program which shall include the fol-

18 lowing requirements:

19 "(1) No employees of such programs shall, while

20 so employed, serve as staff or consultants of, or receive

21 benefits of any kind directly or indirectly from, any re-

22 habilitation project, program, or facility receiving as-

23 sistanee under this Act in the State,

24 "(2) Each program shall be afforded reasonable

25 access to polkymaliing and adniinistrative personnel in

$ I SU ss

14
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1 the State and local rehabilitation programs, prejects, Or

2 facilities.

3 "(3) Each program shall contain provisions de-

4 signed to assure that to the maziSium extent pueblo

5 mediatkm inveeduree are used prior to reporting to ad-

6- ministrative or legal remtallea

7 "(4) The program shall submit an annual report to

8 the Secretary on the operation of the program during

9 the previous year, including a summary of the work

10 done and the uniform atatistical tabulatkm of all MSS

11 handled by mach Fogrem. A copy of each snob report

12 shall be submitted to the appopriate committees of the

13 Congress by the Secretary, together with a summary

14 of such reports and his evaluation of the program, in-

15 eluding appropriate recommendations.

16 "(g) There are authorised to be appropriated

17 $6,000,000 for the fiscal year 1984, $6,300,000 for the fiscal

18 year 1985. and 86,700,000 for the fiscal year 1986."

19 (b) The table of contents of the Act is amended by strik-

20 lag out the item relating to "See. 112" and inserting in lieu

21 thereof the following:

See 111 Mem amimasoe program"

22 INNOVATION AND EXPANSION

23 Sec. 114. The first sentence of section 121(a) of the

24 Act is amended by stilling out all that follows "rehabilitation

14 1340 RS 2
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1 services." and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "includ-

2 ing-
3 "(1) programs to initiate. or expand such services

4 to individuals with the most severe handicaps;

5 "(2) special programs under such State plan to

6 initiate or expand services to classes of handicapped in-

7 dividuals who have unusual co difficult problems in

8 connection with their rehabilitation; and

9 "(3) pilgrims to masimise the use of technologi-

10 cal innovations in meeting the employment training

11 needs of handicapped youth and adults.",

12 PART B-REREARCH

13 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

14 Sze. 121. Section 201(a) of the Act is amimded to read

15 as follows: "There are authorised to be appropriated

16 $36,000,000 for the fiscal year 1984, $38,000,000 for the

17 fiscal year 1985, and $40,000,000 for the fiscal year 1988 to

18 carry out the provisions of this title.".

19 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HANDICAPPED RESEARCH

20 Sec. 122. (a) Section 202(a) of the Act is amended by

21 striking out "health, education, and welfare" both times it

22 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "educaeion" each such

23 time.

24 (b) Section 202(c) of the Act is amended by adding after

25 the first sentence, the following new sentence: "The Director

14 IUD VII 16
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1 shall be an infiviclual with subetsatial' experience in rehab&

2 titian and in research sdminimmion.".

S (a) Section 202 el the Ad is annmded by adding at the

4 and thereof the Mowing new subsectioic

5 "WM The Muter shill make a grant to an imitation

6 of higher education for the establishment of a Feces of

7 pediatric 1162baldiell research at an indituflon of higher

8 education.

9 12) The Director shall eitablieb, either dime* or by

10 way of great er contract, a Beseandi and Training Center in

11 the Pacific Basin.".

12 SgagAltai

13 Sass. 123. (a) Section 200W') rd the Act is amended

14 by adding at the end thereof the following: "Behalalitation

15 Research and Training Centers than indigo bad comm-

it; hensive centers dealing with multi* lisabffities and centers

17 focused on particular (Stabilities. Grants to Centers need not

18 be automatically terminated at the end of a project period

19 and may be renewed an the bags of a thorough evaluation

20 and peer review including site visits. Training of stmlents

21 preparing to be rehsbilitation personnel through centers shall

22 be an imported prkuity. Grants may include faculty support

23 for teaching of rehabilita. tion-ndated courses of study for

24 credit and other courses Wined by the inetitutims of high

25 education affiliated with the Center.".

i2-941 0 - 04 - 2 17
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1 (b) Seed= 204(bll3) of the Act is amended by striking

2 out "pursuant to section 303(b)" and inserting in lieu thereof

3 "pursuant to sections 310 and 311(b) .

4 (c) Section 204(b) of the Act is amended by inserting

5 after paragraph (12) the following new paragraph:

6 '43) Conduct of a rehabilitation research program

7 under which financial' assistance is provided in order to (A)

8 test Tw concepts and innovative ideas, (B) demonstrate re-

9 nerd Tuba of high potential benefits, (C) purchase proto-

10 type aids)util devices for evaluation, (D) develop unique reha-

11 bilitation tnaning curricula, and (3) be responsive to special

12 initiatives of the Director. No single payment under this

13 paragraph may exceed $50,000 in any fiscal year and all

14 payments made under this paragraph in any fiscal year may

15 not exceed five per centum of the amount available under

16 section 204 to the National Institute of Handicapped Re-

17 search in any fiscal year. Regulations and administrative pro-

18 cedures with respect to financial assistme under this pars-

19 graph shall, to the maximum extent possible, be expedited.".

20 PAST C--SUPPLEUENTARY SERVICRS AND FACILITIES

21 nuarrrs FOR CONSTRUCTION

22 Sac. 131. Section 301(a) of the Act is amended by

23 striking out "October 1, 1982" in the first sentence and in-

24 wining in lieu thereof the following: "October 1, 1986"; and

18

N
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1 by striking out "Oct obe. 1, 1983" and inserting in lieu time-

2 of "October 1, 1987". \

3 VOCA °NAL TRAINING

4 Sec. 132. (a) 302(a) of the Act is amended by

3 striking cut "October 1, 1982" and inserting in lieu thereof

6 "October 1, 1986".

7 (b) Section 302(b) of the Act is amended by adding at

8 the end thereof the following new paragraph:

9 "(4) No grant under this subsection shall he continued

10 for more than two years unless the project meets standards

11 relating to employment and earnings presaged by the Com-

12 missioner or widss the Commisamer determines that

13 acceptable remedial measures have been taken by the

14 graatee.".

15 TRAININO

16 Sec. 133. (a)(1) Section 304(a) of the Aet is amended-

17 (A) by inserting "(A)" after "including";

18 (B) by inserting after "placement services" a

19 comma and the following: "(B) pommel specifically

20 trained to deliver services to individuals who may

21 benefit from receiving comprehensive aemical for ink

22 pendent living, personnel specificelly trained to delive;\

23 serviem in client assistasme programa,"; and

24 (C) by insertan' g "(C)" after "and" the last time it \
25 appears in such section.

19
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1 (2) Section 304(a) of the Act is further amended by

2 siting at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In

3 canying om the provisions of this subsectkm, the Commis-

4 limier shall, in addition to furnishing training in the services

5 provided under this Act te rehabilitation coimselon, furnish

training to such eounselon in the applicability of the provi-

7 lions of section 504.

8 (b) &dims 304(a) of the Am is further amended by in-

9 sorting "qualified" beim "pommel" each time it appears

10 in such sectiam'

11 (0) Section SOO) of the Aet is 'amended by Wiling out

12 "wall be utilised to provide a balanced program of aasistanse

13 to mem the medical, veestkna, and other pommel wining

14 needs of both Public and private rehabilitation program) and

15 institutions, to include" and inserting m lieu thereof "shall be

18 slammed to areas of paeans.) shortage which may inekele".

17 (d) Section 304(c) of the Act is amended by milling at

18 the end thereof the following new eastern= "The Commii-

19 sinner shall prepare and submit to the Congress,

20 neously with the budget submission for the summed* fiscal

21 year for the Rehabilitation Services Administration\a report

22 settim forth and ,bastifying in dew how the training funds

23 for the fiscal year prior to such enbainsiim are allocated by

24 profisssional diseildine and other program areas. The report

25 shall also contain fuadings on personnel aborteges, how funds

it Ufa as
20
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1 proposed for the succeeding fiscal year will be allocated

2 under the President's buitot proposal, and bow the findbgs

3 of personnel &magas justify the alkwations.".

4 (e) The first sentence of section 3040 of the Act

3 amended to read as foil.= "Thera are outherizwl to be ap-

6 inopristed to carry out this section, 322,000,000 for the

7 fiscal year 1884, $24,800,000 for the focal year 1985, and

8 $28,300,000 for the fiseal year 1988.".

9 AUTROVIRATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR

19 0011PRRIIINIUTS RRRARILITATION ORPFERS

11 Sec. 134. Section 305(g) of the Act is amended by

12 striking out "the finial year ending Seinen laa 80, 1979, and

13 for the three succeetfing fiscal ran", and instating in lien

14 thereof "for each of the fiscal years 1984, 1985, and 1988 ".

lb AUTROSIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR SPROUL

18 PROJNOTS

17 S e c. 135- Section 310(a) of the Act is amended

18 (1) by iimerting after "818" the following: "and

10 section 318 "; and

20 (2) by wiling out "such sums as moy be neees-

21 eery for each fiscal year ending prior to October 1,

22 1 2' and inserting in lieu thereof "312,900,000 for

23 fiscal year 1984, 313,600,000 for fiscal year 1985, and

24 ;14,300,000 for fiscal year 1988.".

11 1340 01
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1 SPRCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

2 Sac. 136. WM Section 311(aMl) of the Act is am -

3 ed by striking out "individuals with spinal and injuries and".

4 (2) Section 311(4) of the Act is emended by fabling at

5 the end thereof the fallowing new sentence: "The Director of

6 the National Institute of Handicapped Research may make

7 greats to Stan and to public or nonprofit agencies and ergs-

8 nizations to pay part or all of the coats of special projects and

9 demonstrations for spinal cord injures. ".

10 (b) Section 811(b) IA the Act is amended by adding at

11 the end thereof the following new sentame: "The Director of

12 the National Institute of Handicapped Research shall coordi-

13 nate each grant made levier this subsection with the

14 Commissioner.".

15 (c) Section 311 of the Act is amended by adding at the

16 end thereof the following new subsections:

17 "(c)(1) The Commissioner may make grants to public

18 and nonprofit agencies and organizations to pay part or all of

19 the costs of special projects and demonstrations including re-

20 search and evaluation for applying new types or patterns of

21 services for individuals with mental retardation to enter into

22 the labor force.

23 "(2) Services under this subsection may include-

24 "(A) jobs-search sasistance;

25 "(B) on-the-job training:

M I34 sa 22
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1 "(C) job development including worksite modifies-

2 don and use of advance-kerning techndogy for skills

8 training

4 ID) dim" of itdorniation on program ac-
5 tivitim to buskin and industry; and

6 "CB) followup serviees for individuals placed in

7 employment.

8 "(aft) The COnunissirmer may make grants to public

9 and nonprofit agencies arid "ions to pay part or all of

10 the costs of special projects and demonstrations including re-

11 search and evaluation for handicapped youths to provide job

12 training and prepare thesis fax entry into the labor force. Such

13 projects shall be designed to demonstrate cooperative efforts

14 between local educational agencies, business and bidustry,

15 vocational rehabilitation programs. and organizations repre-

16 venting labor and 'dons responsible for promoting or

17 assisting in local economic development.

18 "(2) Services under this subsection may include-

19 "(A) lobs search assistance;

20 "(8) on-the-job training;

21 "(C) job development including worksite modifica-

22 tin and use of advance- learning technology for skills

29 training;

24 ID) dissemination of information on program ac-

25 tivities to business and industry; and

3
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1 1E) hammy services kr individeabo placed in

2 employment.

3 13) The Cfmnnivsionsr shail assure that paxiecta shill

4 be comilnated with other project* assisted in section 626

5 of the Educed= of the litandicapped Aet.".

8 =LEN KELLEN NATIONAL (=TM ACTMORISATION OF

7 APPROPIMAT/ONS

8 Sao. 131. (a) Section 313(e) of the Act is amended by

9 suiting out "such lams as may be necessary for each fiscal

10 year before October 1, 1982" and inswing in lieu thereof

11 '13,700,000 for final year 1984, $3,900,000 for fiscal year

12 1985, sad $4,100,000 for fiscal year 1988".

18 SPECIAL eacasanoNAL PROGRAMS AVTROWSATION OF

14 APPROPRIATIONS

13 Sac. 138. Section 316 of the Act is amended by insert-

18 ing 1a)" after the section devignation and by adding at the

17 end thereof the following new sulneetion:

18 111) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry

19 out this section $2,000,000 for the fiscal year 1084,

20 32,100,000 for the fiscal year 1983, and $2,200,000 for the

21 fiscal year 1986.".

22 PAST DNATIONAL COUNCIL

23 ADMINISTRATIVE AMENDMENT

24 Sec. 141. Section 400 of the Act is amended by striking

25 out "with the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

ISO III4
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1 fare" and inserting in lieu thereof "within the executive

2 branch of the Federal Goverment".

3 DU1128

4 Sec. 142. Section 401 of the Act is amended-

5 (1) by wain out "Commissione., the appropri-

6 ate Assistant Secretary of the Department of Health,

7 Education, and Welfare" in clause (3) and inserting in

8 lieu thereof "President and the Congress";

9 (2) by drilla' out "the Secretary, the CfM11111111-

10 slum" in clause (5) and inserting in lien tinned

11 "President and the Congress";

12 (3) by strildng out "and" at the owl of clause (5);

13 (4) by striking out "the Secretary," in agues (8);

14 (5) by striking out the period at the end d clause

15 (6) and inserting in lieu thered a semicolon and the

16 word "and"; and

17 (6) by adding at the end thereof the following:

18 "(7) Fovide to the Congrese on a continuing basis

19 advice, rem', and any addktional informa-

20 Lion which the Council or the Congress deems appro-

21 priate.".

22 STAFF

23 Sec. )43. (a) Section 403(a) of the Act is amended by

24 striking out "up to seven technical and priessional employ-

25 em" and inserting in lieu thereof "an Executive Director".

N 11 40 as
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(b) Section 403(a) of the Act is further wended by

adding at the end thereof the following new 'undone: The

Executive Director shall be appointed from among individ-

uals who ere experienced in the plannktg or operation of pro-

5 "110 for handicapped individuala..

6 (c) Section 403(a) of the Act is further amended by in-

7 sorting "(1)" after the section designation and by adding at

8 the end thereof the following now:cobsection:

9 "(2) The Executive Director is nuthorized to hire not to

10 exceed seven technical and professional employees to assist

11 the National Council to carry out its dotes. ".

12 PART E--- ARCHITECTURAL ANDTRANSPOBTATION

13 Lteemes COKPLIANCE BOARD

14 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

15 Sec. .151. Section 502(1) of the Act is amended by strik-

16 ing out "October 1, 1982" and inserting in lieu thereof "Oc-

17 toiler 1, 1984".

18 PART FEMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI4,1118

19 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR et:IMMUNITY

20 SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PILOT PROGRAMS

21 Sec. 161. Section 617 of the Act is amended to tesa es

22 follows:

23 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

24 "Sec. 617. There are authorized to be appropriated to

25 carry out the provisions of this part such sums as may be

$ 130 MS
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1 necehary for 'tech of the fiscal years 1984, 1985, and

2 1986.:6.

3 PROJECTS WITH INDUSTRY

4 Sze. 162. (a) The matter preceding clause (A) of section

5 821(a)(1) of the Act is amended by inserting after "employ-

6 en" a ammo and the following: "designated State units".

7 (b) Section 621(a) of the Act is mewled by adding at

8 the end thereof the following new paragraphz

9 "(3) The Commissioner shall develop and publish stand-

10 arda to assure satistactory performance under agreements en-

11 tared into under this subsection not liter than July 1, 1984.

12 No standards may be established under this paragraph unless

13 the standards are' by the National Courwil on the

14 Handicapped.

15 "(4)(A) The CoMmissioner shall continue to r:,vide fi-

18 uncial assistance under each agreement of this sectiou 11-

17 the parties to that agreement include prowl-

18 ions for agreement which are at least as stringent al

19 the standaids established under paragraph (1); and

20 "(ii) the Commissioner determines that the parties

21 to that agreement have substantially met the 'perform-

22 once standards set forth in the agreement.

2$ "(B) The parties to each ogre:nest receiving assistspace

24 under this section in the fiscal year in which this paragraph is

25 enacted shall continue to receive assistance until October 1,
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1 UMW unless the Commissioner determines that there is a

2 substantiel failure to comply with the agreesnent.".

EQUITABLO Mannar 'OIL

4 Sac. 163. Section 621 of the Act is surrulad by

5 lanai* subsection (o) es subsection (d) and intuFling after

6 subsection (b) the following new subsection:

7 "(c) The Comnindam gall to the extent practicable

8 isms an equitalde disibution of payments made under this

9 section among the States.".

10 110T0OBIZATIONI OF APPIROPIUATIONS

11 SRO. 164. 8eotkm 623 ci the Act is amended by stalling

12 out "this part for eseh fiscal year beginning before October 1,

13 1982" and inserting in lieu thereof "for section 621

14 $13,000,000 for fiscal year 1984, $14,400,000 for final rat

15 1985, and $15,200,000 for fiscal year 1988; and for section

16 622, nu* suns as may he necessary for each of the fiscal

17 years 1984, 1985, and 1986".

18 Pan 0Szavrcon von INDErunnzwr Limo

19 eVAWATION

20 Sac. 171. Section 711 of the Act is amewied by adding

21 at the end thereof the following new ParagraPb*:

22 IOW The COMmissioner shall, not later than July 1,

23 1984, develop and lib standards to review and evaluate

24 the operation of indepoulent living centers receiving $ asist-

25 ance under this title and make recommendations for the im.

S ISM OS
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1 piwvement and continuation of each such cents; and for the

2 support of new independent livitg centers. No standards may

3 be established under this paragraph unless the standards are

4 approved by the National Con Mel on the Handicapped.

3 "0) In the development of the standards required by

6 this =bastion the ConuniZsioner shall obtain the mammon-

7 dation of independent living content and inefessionals and

8 associstions serving handicapped individush, particularly as-

9 emissions engaged in rehateItation research.

10 11) Each independent living center receiving assistance

11 under die tide in the fiscal year in which this subsection is

12 enacted shall continue to receive assistance until such time as

13 the final evaluation report required by section 14 has been

14 submitted to the appropriate committees of the Howie of

45 Representatives and Senate, unless the Oonunissioner deter-

16 mines that there is a substantial failure to comply with fix,

17 provisions of the approved application.".

18 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

19 Sao. 172. (a) Section 781 of the Act the second time it

20 appears is redesignated as section 741.

21 (b)(1) Section 741(a) of the Act (as so redesignated) is

22 amended la read as folloWs:

23 "(a) Thar- are authorised to be appropriated to carry

24 out part A of this title such sumo as may be necessity for

25 each of the fiscal years 1984, 1985, and 1986.",

$ Ile as
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1 (2) Seed= 741(b) of the Act (as so redesignated) is

2 amended to read as follows:

3 "(b) There are authorised to be appropriated to carry

4 out part B of this 'title $21,000,000 for each of the fiscal

5 years 1984, 1985, and 1N8.".

6 (3) Section 741(e)1) of the Act (as so redesipated) ia

7 amended to read an folkows:

8 "(cK1) There are authorised to be appropriated to carry

0 out part C of this title au& sums as may be necessary for

10 each of the fiscal years 1984,1885, and 1986.".

11 TITLE IIDEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

12 PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY OF INDIVIDUAL BIGHTS

13 Snc. 201. The first sentence of section 118(b)(2) of the

14 Development Diaalulties Assistance and Bill of Rights Act

15 (hereafter in this title referred to as "the Act") is amended to

16 read as follows: "There is authorised to be apporiated for

17 allotments under paragraph (1) $8,400,000 for fiscal year

18 1984.".

19 UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED FACILITIES

20 Snc. 202. (a) Section 123 of the Act is amended to read

21 as follows:

22 "AUTHORISATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

23 "Sae. 123. There is authorized to be appropriated to

24 make allotments to carry out this part $7,800,000 for fiscal

25 year 1984.".

14 INS
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I GRANTS POE PLANNING AND TUX PROVISION OP SERVICES

2 Sue. 203. Section 131 of the Act is amended to wad as

3 follows:

4 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

5 "Sac. 131. There is authorized to be appropriated ti

6 carry out the provisions of this part $45,400,000 for fume

7 year 1984.".

8 sPEci.u. Puosuma

9 Sac. 204. Section 145(l) of the Act is amended to rea

10 as follows:

11 "(0 For the purpose of making grants under subsectio

12 (a), there is authorised to be appropriated $2,000,000 f(

13 fiscal year 1984.".

. 31
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The CHAIRMAPI. At this time I would like to acknowledge the ef-
forts of my Utah Advisory Committee on the Handicapped for their
assistance in organizing this hearing. I would especially like to
commend Dr. Marvin Fifield and Neva Cruz for serving as cochair-
men on this assignment. Some of you may not know that last Feb-
ruary Neva flew to Washington to represent Utah a; the Subcom-
mittee on the Handicapped 's hearing on vocational rehabilitation.
She did a superb job. I am really proud of her, and saber Senator I
was proud of her contribution at that time.

It is through the efforts of all of the witnesses and people assem-
bled here today that we will be able to continue to improve the
quality of life for over 36 million handicapped citizens of our coun-
try. Helping our disabled constituency not only assists them but
also provides, it seems to me, an investment in America that dol-
lars, in and of themselves, cannot measure.

At this particular point we will set some ground rules. We are
going to call four different panels of witnesses Cefore this commit-
tee this day. We will note that each witness' written testimony will
be put in the record in its entirety, as though fully delivered. We
would like witnesses to summarize if they can. After all, what we
are really doing here is building a record for the handicapped in
this particular program, and we want to get as many ideas as we
can with regard to this . Therefore, if you can summarize I
think it will allow us a ittle more time for questions..

At this time point we will call our first panel on client assistance
to the witness table, over on the other side of the dais here. Mr.
John Myers will be the panel chairman. He is director of the Utah
protection and advocacy pp of Salt Lake City. Lyn Isbell is
the vice chairman of the LCouncil for Handicapped and Devel-
opmentally Disabled Persons of Salt Lake City. Barbara Saunders
is the vice president of the Utah Society for Autistic Children here
in Salt Lake City, and Craig Hansen, lOW-CSW, is a rehabilita-
tion counselor here in Salt Lake City.

We are delighted to welcome all of you before our committee
here today, and we look forward to taking your testimony at this
time. We will with you, John.

Mr. Mimes. you, Senator. I don't have any prepared re-
marks. We will just go right into the first witness, which will be
Lyn Isbell, and they will go on. Next will be Barbara Saunders, and
then Craig Hansen will finish this particular panel.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you.
Lyn, we will turn to you.

STATEMENT OF LYN ISBELL, VICE CHAIRMAN. UTAH COUNCIL
FOR HANDICAPPED AND DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED PER-
SONS
Me. Isszu. My name is Lyn Isbell. I am the vice chairman of the

Utah Council for Handicapped and Developmentally Disabled Per-
sons. I am the parent of a 19-year-old son who is mentally retarded.
Consequently, for the past 15 years, as a volunteer, I have worked
in an effort to improve education and community services for men-
tally retarded persons.
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Today I am present with a statement from the D.D. Council in
support of that portion of the renewal legislation for the Rehabili-
tation Act which refers to client assistance.

I was pleased to observe that the revisions of the Rehabilitation
Act provide flr a client assistance program which is separate from
the administering agency. In fact, the language of the new legisla-
tion parallels that in the Federal Developmental Disabilities Act,
which the Congress passed in 1975, which provides for a protection
and advocacy system separate from the service system.

I quote the of the proposed Rehabilitation Act which
describes client assistance:

Client asantance programs tare established) to provide assistance in informing
and advising all clients and client applicants of all available benefits under this act,
and to await such clients or applicants in their relationships with projects, pro-
grams. and facilities providing services to them under this act, including insistence
in pursuing legal. administrative, or other appropiiate remedies to ensure the pro.
tection of the rights of such individuals under this act.

The authority to pursue legal and administrative remedies is
critical to any such system. Also, it is imperative that the
not be administered by the State rehabilitation agency and t it
be independent of any agency which also provides treatment, serv-
ices. or rehab to handicapped individuals.

It is no criticism of the rehabilitation agency for me to say this. I
come from years and years of experience in a parent advocacy asso-
ciation, the Association for Retarded Citizens. We have found over
and over again that when we operate a service, such as a school or
a workshop or a group home, we are poor advocates for clients in
the program we operate. Even as parents, when it is "our baby," so
to speak, that group home, we are not able to be objective when a
client is having a problem in it. Therefore, I don't think that is a
criticism of the rehab agency as such, but just to say we recognize
that we are all human beings and there are some things that are
very difficult for human beings to do.

It has also been my experience in education that when I am
havinot a disagreement with a school district, and a mediator who
is also an employee of that school district enters the scene, my dis-
agreement is much more likely to end in litigation simply because
I do not feel my disagreement has been mediated, if I know the me-
diator is employed by my opponent.

I also know, just from my own experience, that when any of us
go to an attorney and we need legal assistance and we are having a
disagreement with a supermarket chain, for example, the very first
thing that attorney is obliged to do is to let us know if he or his
partners are in the employ of that particular supermarket. I would
assume that that is a requirement of the legal profession simply be-
cause it is recognized that it is fairly difficult for anybody to serve
two masters.

The protection and advocacy system for developmentally disabled
persons in Utah is an example of how a good client assistance pro-
gram could work. Under the impetus of the Utah D.D. Council and
the Utah Association for Retarded Citizens, it was established in
1977. As the Legal Center for the Handicapped. it has provided
case service to hundreds of disabled people each year and has been

f4 I ti4 - i 33
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a bulwark of support for parents whose children have been denied
educational services.

In the first 6 months of the current fiscal year, the legal center
has provided case service to 73 clients and information and referral
services to 450 individuals. Also, the cantor has made 30 presents
tions throughout the State, giving information on the rights of de-
velopmentally disabled persons. Individual cases handled ranged
from education to financial entitlements to guardianship to com-
mitment.

I would like to add here my firm personal testimony to the belief
that the client assistance portion of the renewal legislation should
Mend as proposed, and to recommend its passage by the U.S. Con-
gress.

Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Isbell follows:)
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The Citanueas. Well, thank you.
We will turn to you now, Ms. Saunders.
Ms. &UMW& OK.
The CHAIM/W. Why don't we have the chairman of the panel

introduce each of you as you make your remarks to us? I think
that would be better.

Mr. Mimes. Certainly, Senator.
Barbara Saunders is a resident of Salt Lake City and the parent

of an adolescent autistic chiW and one of the real parent advocates
of &Wen energy here in the Mate for all handicapped people._

The Ctiamasak. We surely wekome you here today, Ms. Baur'-
, dere. We are happy to have you with us.

STATEMENT OP BARBARA C. SAUNDERS, VICE PRESIDENT, UTAH
SOCIETY FOR Aunt= CHILDREN

Ms. SAUNDERS. Thank
Mr. Chairman, I vlike to thank you for allowing me the

privilege d appearing Wore you thbi afternoon to speak in support
of the bill to revise and extend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

I wish to address my brief remarks to the sectiim of the bill con-
cerned with client insistance. In so, I elloakl afg that I am
the mother of a seriously adolescent smi. It has been
neceesary over the pars for me to . . an advocate for my son, for it
has been my ,ere that while Government are usual-
ly well int e. they often fail to provide the MI range of services
needed by the handicapped.

The language in the bill client aso3tance requires
that CAP% be independent of the tqlencks providing
services. The daimon to require CAP offices to be imkpendent is

important for several reasons.

the
of all. Placlage=eibihty for client assistance outakbi of

it will .twne. that clkants receive assist-
ancearrlicYindivid whose loyalty is not divided. To leave CAP's
within the structure of the agencies is to place CAP workers is an
inherent conflict of interest position. The client will inevitably pay
a price for this conflict.

Furthermore, the client will never know to wham the CAP work-
ers owes his or her true allegiance. The result will be a marked de-
crease in the effects mess of the CAP's. This problem can be elimi-
nated if the in the bill is enacted.

Second, bylaartiquZinPgrGEZis to be independent, the quality of
client assistance will go up. The independent CAP worker will be
in much-improved position to assist clients in their efforts to uti-
lise rehabilitation services. Additionally, CAP% which are inde-
pendent will help the agencies to be more accountable to the public
at large.

Third, and from m experience meet im t, client assistance
programs must be t from the tation bureaucracy
if they are to provide meaningful assistance to clients. My long and
at times difficult years. of experience with trying to_get
special education services for my son from the public has
taught me well that agencies of government simply do not always
act as advaates for their clients.

t YI
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Time area many reasons for thisbudget problems, too many cli-
ents, people getting lost in ths shufflebut whatever the reasons,the result Is always the 1/ peogils get the short
end of the stick. Leaving CAP seritilicralja the agency structure
perpetuates this problem. them from the grip of the Im-
reaucratic spites') and insuring huleptuidence will free them
to do what Congress intends them to dohelp both clients and
evades to work toward the common goal of employment and hide-
pendence for the

I annmend the , Use for its hard work on this important
bill, and I respectfully urge you to endorse the proposed language
concerning client assistance progmons.

The Cowoura. Well, thank you so much. I aerated your tes-
timony.

Mr. Mune. Senator, our third witness on this panel is Craig
Hansen, who is an employee of the rehabillatkai agency.

STATEMENT OF CRAIG L HAMM. SISW-CSW. REHABILITATION
COUNSELOR, UTAH DIVISION OF REHABILITATION SERVICES
Mr. HAF4811N. Thank yourehabiliation, Senator.

norinli:int nature of the Job necessarily problematk, there remains
work in is not wrought with controversy,

the need for a client advocate. At this there are problens that
develop when you are working with the handicapped client. The
client is in need of an advocati an intermdiary, a person who will
serve to insure the, rights of the handicapped when working with a
rehabilitation agency.

The client assistame project over the pant 6 has worked
successfully within our agency, within the tation
The vast madority of the requests for intervention have beenin nature: have been communication problems between
client and the counselor. The client asidstance gwoject being within
that agency offered immediate resolution becalm of the accessibil-
ity of the prcdect being within the agency.

'The im of quick resolution is the continuous flow of
servkles. disru of service is caused when there is
resolution of ,,..= This is not on t nonproductive for the t
but it is also completely against the of rehabilitation.

It has been said that the advocate, within the same
, would not be able to remain unbiased. This has not been

case. In fact, the working relationship that has been developed
between the client advocate and the gwacticing rehabilitation coun-
selor has further served to resolve problems expeditiously and,
again, with the nondisruption of services, and this is mod impor-
tant.

The concern of the rehabilitation counselor is not one of winning
OT losing confrontations with their clients. It is that ofa gwofession-al who wishes to assure (polity services are being rendered to
bring about rehabilitation. Thus, the rehabilitation counselor wel-
comes intervention which can occur expeditiously and is effective
for his or her client.

This intervention has occurred with the CAP project within the
rehabilitation agency, and most likely would not occur if it was
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moved without. This would lead to more lengthy resolution of con-
flicts. Problems which have been resolved quickly and remained
simple in naturr could grow into lengthy legal battles and become
inductive for all concerned.

would place the CAP director in the role of an adversary,
inhibiting communication for all concerned. The handicapped
client does have the right for legal tation, but to place the
client assistance project in the role o a quasi-attorney would only
prove to be unproductive.

Let's not forget that the rehabilitation counselor, the client, and
the client advocate all share the same goal: rehabilitation. Though
this common denominator exists, it remairts difficult for a good
many clients to work within a system as large as rehabilitation.

iBecoming knowledgeable of an agency is often the first task in the
client-counselor relationship.

To remove the client assistance project from the rehabilitation
agency would only add another system for the client to have to
cope with. This can be frightening for the client. With the CAP in
a familiar terrain, conflicts have been resolved in an environment
where the client has developed a sense of knowledge and security.

Further, the need fora client advocate or an intermediary
within the rehabilitation agency will remain. That job still will be
filled. Thus, what we will create Is a duplication of services.

It might be said that the rehabilitation counselor himself or her-
self is resistant to scrutiny from outside. This also is not the case.
The rehabilitation is scrutinized from as far as our Na-
tion's Capitol to the 'onal offices, by the State administrators
and the district supervisors. Scrutiny is not the 'tissue. The issue,
again, is a hope of providing services for the handicapped that are
timely and appropriate.

As mentioned, this is the desire of the rehabilitation counselor
and of the rehabilitation client. This is also the primary vs
of the State rehabilitation agency. With the client ce
project resolving the conflicts for the clients, this has been a reality
for both the counselor and the client. If the client assistance
project remains within the rehabilitation agency, the goal of pro.
vidmg effective, appropriate, and timely services will continue to
be reached for our clients more effectively, as resolution of conflicts
will continue to be achieved immediately with a consistent flow of
services.

I strongly urge that the client assistance project remain within
the rehabilitation agency.

Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I am pleased to announce that the lady you see using sign Jan-

=is Miss Betty Jones, a certified professional interpreter for
ming impaired.

Betty, we are grateful to you for your assistance. Come up here
on the platform so everyone can more easily see you.

Let me just ask a couple of questions here today, because I have
a lot of concerns in this area. I am concerned about the statements
that you have given here today.

However, let me ask you this: Have any of you had any personal
experience with a client assistance or advocacy program thaeis in-
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dependent and, I might add, what was your impression of its effec-
tiveness? Ms. Saunders?

M. SAUNDERS. We have, on several occasions, been involved with
the P and A system which; as I understand the wording for the P
and A system, it is very similar to the way this one is worded. I
would like to tell you how difficult it is as a parent to be an advo-
cats. It is even more difficult, I think, for a person who has the
problem themselves to be an advocate for themselves, and I can
speak as a parent in .saying that.

It is very hard to ask society, to ask a system to provide some-
thing that it is not providing alrlifidy, to fmd the courage within
you to fight for a child. I think it is very difficult unless you have
some support from an outside or some other professional to
sort of buoy you up, tell you, it is 0 to ask and it is OK to fight
for your child, and to go against the system on occasion when you
feel it is not right.

The experience we have had with the P and A system is that we
know where their alliance is, we know where their heart is It is
with the children they serve and with their parents, their clients.
We know that there is no possibility that they have mixed feelings,
because they do not work for any other agency other than their cli-
ents, and this has given us the opportunity to develop a mutual
trust and a mutual respect that couldn't have occurred in any
other way. I feel that it is very important,

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you.
What are the main advantages, in your estimationand any of

the others can answer as well, as well as you, Johnwhat are the
main advantages of an independent client assistance pragram?
Could you tell me what you think are its advantages, and give me
honestly what you think its disadvantages or drawbacks are as
well?

Well, my own experience is that it is simply the trust
relationship between you and the advocate. As a parent or as a
handicapped person, you know, you have some doubts. It is invari-
ably true, for exampleI have had most experience with school
districtsthat school district people tell you that you really don't
need a mediator and that you really can just go through their proc-
ess, and they always say that will be much speedier and more effi-
cient.

However, the fact is that even if you get a problem that looks
like a resolution thereif the hearing officer provided by the &I-

° trict, for example, says, "Well, this is how we can work that out"
it doesn't solve the prohiem because no reliance on any
other person who happens to be wor for. yip. We would not
admit this, if we were discussing legal vice in any. other context
other than the public. If we were discussing this-in the private
sector, I .don't think you would have the question you have, Sena-
tor, because in the private sector you would surely want your attor-
ney not to be working for the person you are having an argume
with as well as yourself.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Would you care to comment?
Mr. Mss. Senator, let me first of all compliment the U

client assistance program that is in operation now. I believe they
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do do a good job, and we don't want to take away from their accom-
plishments or their efforts.

I think that it is perhaps important to point out something about
the protection and advocacy system, which the language is similar
to the language here, and that is that throughout the countryand
certainly here iw Utahthe protectitm and advocacy agencies have
tried to take a nonadversarial, nonlitigation approach to problem-
solving. It is much better, in our estimation, to get a pod rapport
and relationship with the rehabilitation people or the educators, be
able to sit down around a table with the parents and work out an
informal, nonadversarial solution.

I think that is the history of the P and A'a, with language as pro-
posed in the bill, and I believe that that would continue to be the
practice, to avoid the long, drawn out r .i'rt battles in favor of quick
resolution.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hansen, you are with the agency. What do
you think some of the drawbacks are? Let's get your viewpoint on
here, too.

Mr. HANSEN. Well, in my opinion, I believe that if it was moved
without, the resolutions would be more lengthy in nature. I also be-
lieve that it would lead to legal battles.

Working within the agencyand I have had clientb, worked
within the client assistance project, Neda has had to act as an in-
termediary on my caseloadwe have reached resolution almost im-
mediately in every single case. Services continued to flow.

Another important issue, as I Was listening, rehabilitation, the
scope of rehabilitation, goes far beyont..just the schools. A good por-
tion of our clients are adults. You know, we are dealing with
almost every handicap conceivable. The age range is 16 to 62 or 65.
The types of things that we need resolved are usually communica-
tion problems. They are simple things in nature. They are not
parent complaints because we are dealing with adults; we are
working toward moving that person as a productive member of so-
ciety, a working member.

The CHAIRMAN. What are some of the kinds of problems that
client assistance programs currently face? Let me ask you this:
How are problems handled to bring about their resolution, and how
do in-house CAP'S work to handle more difficult cases? -

Mr. HANSEN. Well, an example would be, at the time that the
client is applying for services there is a process whim you are docu-
menting eligibility, and sometimes thet takes a little bit of time,
maybe 2 weeks, sometimes 30 days. The client will become impa-
tient. They would like the service to happen a little more expedi-
tiously, a little more timely than you know, in the begin-
ning, and don't understand.

Again, the counselor may not have communicated to the client
that it is going to take 30 or 40 days before we are able to render
services, and then they will complain or they will ask for assist-
ance through the client assistance project. Most every time, 99 per-
cent of the time, Senator, it is just a simple explanation and the
problem is resolved and services continue.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you folks feel, having looked at this bill, that
the language included in the bill making client assistance pro-
grams independent of State vocational agencies is appropriate, and
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crams for me on the Labor and Human Resources Co. mince, and
is really chief counsel on the hand She just does
a great job. She is a graduate of theica&Adattle=ersity, and we
are really proud of what she does.

By the way, her husband also works for -the Department of
Labor, so we cover two very tough areas just in this one family. I
am amazed that she and her husband look as tranquil as they do.
(Laughter.] )

The CHAIRMAN. Sherry, we will turn to you/.
Ma. RICIPSCHRIL Thank you. I could just Add how we appreciate

Chris here in Salt Lake as well.
It is a pleasure to be the panel moderator for this section dealing

with nonvocational issues in the Rehabilitation Act. Our first
speaker this afternoon will be Dr. James Swenson, who is the
cEhaaiirman of the physical medicine ftnd rehabilitation unit at the
University of Utah Medical Center..'His remarks will deal with re-
search and training.

The Cmantasasi. Dr. Swenson?

STATEMENT OF JAMES IL SWENSON, M.D., CHAIRMAN, DIVISION
OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION, UNIVERSITY
OF UTAH MEDICAL CENTER AT SALT LAKE CITY

Dr. SWENSON. Senator Hateh, it is a real honor and privilege for
me to testify before your committee today.

As mentioned, I am a physician who takes care of handicapped
people, and I have a lot of colleagues around the country who do
the same. We are all very proud of the efforts that you have made
in behalf of the handicapped. I think your legislative record is one
of dedication and courage for the handicapped, and it makes me
proud when I meet with others around the country and your name
comes up.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you.
Dr. SwionioN. This testimony of mine is on the implications of

the proposed 1 age for the revised Rehabilitation Act of 1973
and, as mentioned, I will confine my remarks to research and
training. Generally speaking, I think this is a very positive docu-
ment.

It extends and improves the basic legislative authority for these
programs. Rehabilitation research programs in this country are not
located tn, the National Institutes of Medicine but instead are
within this act. They support medical rehabilitation, rehabilitation
engineering, vocational and job placement research, and research
relating to specific disabilities. Many creative things have been ac-
complished by this act in As past, and I now treat my patients dif-
ferently and in a better fashion because of many of the things that
have come from these funas.

I think this proposed legislation strengthens rehabilitation re-
search in five ways: First, it gives stronger selection criteria for the
Director of the National Institute of Handicapped Research, and
this will assure us that an experienced researcher will be making
the basic decisions.

Second, I think it provides improvements in research manage-
ment. It gives us greater flexibility. It gives us the opportunity for
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continuity of thc-Je rehabilitation centers of expertise that are very
productive.

Third, it transfers the spinal cord research projects to the Na-
tional Institute of Handicapped Research, and we feel that that is a
very positive e l{

Fourth, it some restwrch discretionary funds that the di-
rector can use to help assist new research programs. !..t.hink,it

ofthe provision in this act to limit those funds to 5 .

amount available is worthy, but I find the $50000 payment
limit on page 9, line 14, to be restrictive, and I think that re-
striction . y.teleauld he removed.

Then, it increases the financial support for rehabilitation
over the next. 3 years. In the past rehabilitation research support
has been very small in relatim to other medkal research activities.
The actual amount of money that we have in 1983,, when factored
for inflation, is less than we had in 1969. The current level of fund-
ing of the National Institute of Handicapped Research is $30 mil-
lion.

A number of very good research pro*ts were not fiurded this
year because the funding level was small. Only 22 percent of the
applications submitted to the agency this year were fuockel, and
many applications which scored at levels that would have allowed
funding under the National Institutes of Health were not funded
by the National Institute of Handicapped Research because of the
lack of money.

This proposal provides funding at the level of $36 million in 1984,
and represents a 20-percent increase over the current program.
This will do a great deal to assist research to achieve levels which
are more adequate.

Unfortunately, I think a little more ouglit to be done if 'hie.
My national organizations, the American Academy of
Medicine and the American Congress of lie tine
feel that we could use easily $40 *pillion !: . Senator, I know
how small the money is and how large the is. I would say that
the $36 million proposed is reasonable, but ow, if at all possi-
ble I would urge your committee to consider a blew figure.

I would also suggest that the legal ceilings that viie place for re-
search should not be included in the baeic legislation. It is difficult
to project, over a 3-year period of time what research needs swill be.
If a research breakthrough occurs, Congress has difficulty in re-
sponding with increased money, if in fact in their ju 41, t in-
creased money would help. I would say that instead we = ,uld use
the term, "such sums as Congress deems appropriate," and this
would then allow The Appropriations Committee to make the ap-
propriate responses.

The p in rehabilitation training are increased and are
very heal y. We are pleased with the assistance that rehabilita-
tion medicine has had in the training programs over the years.
There is still a great shortage of physicians trained in rehabilita-
tion. We have nine currently in our own State and surrounding
catchment area, and we could easily use an additional 17.

There is one provision of the act that I find upsetting, and that is
the legal mandate for the establishment of a research and training
center in the Pacific Basin. I think all other research and training
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centers are competitive and are subject to peer review. This means
that a committee of experts looks at them and decides which are
the best and which should be chosen. This ensures that Federal
money is then spent effectively.

In my opinion, it is unfair to other researchers and contrary to
public interest to designate in the law the location of one of these
research centers. I think they should be based only on the basis of
expertise, and that the way the Pacific basin should get their re-
search and training center is by fair competition with others. The
narrowness of their geographic area, I think, prevents real compe-
tition.

Currently, for example, we do not have a research training
center in Utah, Idaho, W Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
or Oregon. In the West, only C ifornia, Colorado, and Washington
have been able to successfully compete, and I think this bill should
have, fair competition.

In summary, Senator, I think these provisions provide changes
whith are constructive and beneficial, except for those 1 :.= that I
have noted. The RehaDilitation Act has generally . for im-
portant services througeut the country and here in Utah. I am
thankful, Senator, that you have chaired this committee and pro-
vided such important legislation for us.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Swenson follows:]
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This testimony is on the implicatities of the proposed language In Senate

Report 941 revising and extending the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and

particularly regarding. the research anal training programs. i an going to

discuss the research and training protean aspects of the bill because those

are the areas with which 1 an most familiar.

Generally speaking, Senate Report 9i is a very positive document which

extends and improesti the basic legislative authority for programs which

are in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and in the Developmental Disability

Act.

Rehabilitation re sear h programs in this country support research in medical

rehabilitation techn WV*, rehabilitation engineering, vocational and Job

placement research, nd research related to special disability areas, such

as mental reterdati blindness, and deafness. Many creative things have

been produced by reA.eilitetion research Including major new methods of

providing WrviCO$

7/

'10 those with spinal cord iniury and engineering methods

of improving the unction of those with neurological and other deficits.

Congress has established rehabilitation research programs In this

Retiebilitation Act end not in the National Institutes of Medicine,

This proposed legislation further strengthens rehabilitation research

in five ways:

1, It requires stronger selection criteria for the Director of

the Motional institute of handicapped Research,

2. it provides important improvements In research manage-ent,

such as providing greater flexibility and continuity in

providing research support of research centers and encourages

tore training in research and training centers.

-1-
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It transfers the spinet cord research projects from the

Rehabilitation Services Administration to the National

Institute of Handicapped Research.

b. It provides some discretionary research funds the Director

can use to support and assist mew research programs at small

progress and Centers. 1 think the provision to limit these

funds to S% of the amount available under Section 204 Is

wise but I find the $50,000 single payeent limit on Page 9,

tine 14, to be restrictive. I think the single payment limit

is best left to the judgment of eft6 research institute

Director.

s, it provides for increasing financial support for rehabilitation

research over the next three years.

Rehabilitation research support has been very small relative to other

research support provided by the Federal government. In fact, the actual

',mount of money provided for research in the ;eholtilitetion field Is less

now in 1993 than it wes in 1969 end 1970. When one includes an inflation

factor for the veers since 1969 and 1970, the program then is funded at

levels which are well below the 1969 and 1970 levels.

Tha current level of funding at the National institute of Handicapped

Research is only $30.000.000. A number of eery good projects were not

funded this year because the funding level we, too small. in Fact, only

*boot 28 of all applications oubm*.tted to the Agency this year were funded

and man! applications which were scored at levels which would have enabled

those eoplicaticns to be funded at the National institutes of Health, could

not be funded because of lack of money at the motional Institute of

Handicapped Research.

-1 lme
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This proposal provides for funding of research at $0.000,000 in fiscal

yes? '64 and this represents 206 increase over the carrion program.

That Increase will do a great deal to assist research to reach towels

which are more adequate.

Unfortunately, however, I feel the research support should be more. loth

the America, Academy of Physical Mediciee end Rehabilitation and the

American Congress of Rehabillottion Medicine feel that $60.000.000 could

be used to support vital rehabilitation research is fiscal year 19841. I

would say that the proposed $66.000.000 Widest is reasonable but low and

mould urge you to consider the higher flour..

I would also like to suggest that legal ceilings for research should not be

included in the basic legislation. It is difficult to project the amount

of money needed In research over three year period. If a new research

breakthrough occurs. Congress hies difficulty responding to an increased

0004 if legal ceiling, are included. Instead, I would propose the phrase,

such sums as Congress donee appropriate ". This language is used In the

basic legislation of eleven of the thirteen Motional Institutes of health

teacept cancer and heart). This allows the Apprmpelifelee Comelttee to

annually consider any drastic changes in research needs and/or priorities.

Another Important program to which I would like to direct myself is the

rehabilitation training program. This program Is authorised In Title III

of the Rehabilitation Act and has been in ealetonce for approximately 20

years. The program supports the training of professionals in such fields

as Rehabilitation medicine, Rehabilitation Nursing, Physical Therapy.

Occupational Therapy. Speech Pathology, Counseling, and Psychology. Despite

Increases in the levels of funding for service* in the rehabilitation field

-$-
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and despite evidence of shortens, of professionals In the rehebilisesipn

discipline, sup/pert for the rehabilitation training program has decreased

in the pest five or sin years to s lime{ of only $19,000,000. Rehabilitation

nedicine which hod formally received approximately $9,000,000 a year to

support undergraduate medical training and residency training, now receives

slightly less than $2,000,000. Yet the evidence is dramatic that there is

shortage of Physicians trained to deal with handicapped people. The

Graduate Medical Education Advisory Committee recently issued report which

identified the medical specialties which were In shortage as well as those

which have or would have an over - supply of physicians. Of all medical

specialties, only five were Identified an having shortages now and for the

year 1990. One of Poem five Is Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. At

most, there ere approximately 2,000 practitioners from all disciplines in

the Rehabilitation Medicine field and the various studies on the issue indicate

a need for between 3.060 end 5,000 specialists in this field.

I con personally attest to the need for greater training of undergraduate

oxidic/el students and of residents to deal with the problems of providing

rehabilitation medical services in the State of Utah. We currently have

nine physicians trained in Rehabilitation Medicine In Utah and four In our

catchment area serving population of two million4 We currently need en

additional 17 physician specialists it our catchment area using the projected

need of 15 specialists per one million population.

This bill would provide for $25,000,000 of funding In fiscal year I9E4

representing an Increase of approximately 30%. This will help the program

to be funded at necessary levels. in addition, this bill has a number of

Important changes which will help the program. The definition of the term
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"handicapped individual" is changed so that tense being treined may include

people providing independent living services. Major changes ere made

regoirina the administration to Identify the various ere** of shortage

of personnel when the budget is proposed and identifying her the training

budget will allocate resources consistent with those shortages. I support

all of these changes.

There is one province of this Act which is very upsetting and that is the

legal mandate for the establishment of a research and training center in

the Pacific basin (See Page 8, Lines 18-201.

Ali other research and trashing centers are competitive and subject to peer

review. Peer review means that the research experts in this field activate

and feria each submitted proposal. Only th4: best are chosen. This ensures

that federal money is spent in the most effective and productive manner

possible.

In my opinion, it is unfair to all other researchers and contrary to public

intermit to designate in the law the location of one of these research

centers. They should be picked on the basis of research expertise, not

geography. i think the only way a research and training center should be

established in the PecificAlasin is if a research prOposel from that area

is judged superior When subject to competitive review with proposals from

other areas. The narrowness of the geographic area specified prevents

competition.

Currently, we do not have medical Rehabilitation Research end Training

Center in Utah. Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, Nevada, Mew Mexico or Oregon.

Only California. Colorado, and Washington have been able to successfully

compete. I think this bill must ensure fair competition.

-S-
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is Nunriarv, thr orvisions of these proposed changes which generally extend

the rehabilitation services program and the independent dying program and

other authorities In the Act are alt constructive. The Rehabilitetian Act

has ilencralty provided for important services throughput the country and

Rare ,fl Utah. I am very thankful that Senator hatch has chaired this

Senate cuomitter and produced such Important legislation for our handicepped

citisens as this proposed revision and extension of the Rehabilitation Act

of 1913.

Respectfully yours.

4*404,4.1%

Janes R. Swenson, M.D.
June 25, 1963
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disapprove standards to evaluate independent living centers, I
would like to suggest that it be composed equally of disabled and
professional persons.

In section 717, amending section 711 of the act, subsection if), it
states that 'independent living centers "receiving assistance under
this title in the fiscal year in which this subsection is enacted shall
continue to receive assistance until such time as the final evalua-
tion report required by section 14 has been submitted to the appro-
priate committees of the House of Representatives and the
Senate, . .

What I would like to suggest would be that continuation of fund-
ing last until the full House and Senate has acted on the evalua-
tion report, rather than just to the time that the evaluation report
is submitted. I do this in order to caution against the final decision
being weighed down by the legislative process, and the subsequent
detrimental effects that this may have on independent living cen-
ters that are currently operating, while they are just waiting
around to find out what is going to happen so that they can act on
the review.

In summary, I would like to mention that grants, by their
nature, are either seed or developmental moneys. Once this fund-
ing has run out, then independent living centers by necessity have
to go look for funding from other sources.

One of the major ways that funding has been located in the past
has been through a fee-for-service which, because of the type of cli-
entele we have, at least at our independent living center here in
Utahmany of our clients are on fixed incomes, either receiving
SSI or SSW, and they are willing to get back in the system and
back out on their own and working but they are still needing some
assistance to do that, and that is why they are visiting usthey
don't have a lot of money to pay large fees to come and partake of
the services we have available. Therefore, going along with the fact
that they are on fixed incomes, a fee-for service would need to be
assessed on a sliding fee scale which could be used with the clien-
tele that we have.

The other possible means of funding would be con the pri-
vate sector and trying to get donations that way ratherthan from
the Federal Government. This could work, probably very effective-
ly, but the problem in this area is that so many other organizations
are in the very same sort of predicament that we are. They are out
there petitioning the private sector for funding so that their pro-
grams can continue, and they probably have worthy programs as

Therefore, what I would like to suggest is at least continuation of
partial funding for independent living centers through the Federal
Government that would go along with funding from private sources
as well as from the State government. Section B of title 7 provides
for developmental moneys through which independent living cen-
ters are initially funded, and it would be nice to have a provision
for independent living found under section C, which provides for
continuation funding.

In closing, I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation
regarding the assured continuation of independent living centers. I
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feel they are valuable organizations, bridging !he gap that are left
by other organizations currently serving the duabl

Thank you.
The Craniums. Thank you, Debbie.
Ms. REPSCIIIIL The concluding panelbt will be D. Marvin Fi-

field, who is the director for the exceptional child center at Utah
State University in Logan. Dr. Fifield's remarks will be directed to-
wards the questkm, Are we overextending the Rehabilitation Act?

STATEMENT OF MARVIN FIFIRLD. DR.. DIRIWTOR, EXCEPTIONAL
CHILD CENTER* UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. Firma Senator, it is an
behalf of the needs of the
marks really o two LaMar
1985 ts, and since
this I want to make just very
as Sherry- has indicated, the
much from the Rehabilitation

me able to testify on
I wan to direct my re-the . ot the

other wi =
1 discuss

remarks in h = area and then,
issue Are we expecting tooef 11';

I think the language of the 983 amendments a very
honest effort to strengthen and better focus services.
This is even more apparent when we ccessickir this language in =-
unction with the proposed for Public Law 94-142. The

for these two acts to build a bridge together to
bring these armies much closer.

The major issue that i would like to address is the one Are we
expecting too much from tIte Rehabilitation Act? In our society we
have invested very heavily in services for handl children
and youth. Many billions of dollars goes into this. tial Fed-
eral support is provided through Crippled Children Services,

Maternal and Child HmIth, throug,h the Institute of Child
Health and Development, through ft :I Education, and through
the Administration on Youth, Children, and Families.

Now although this concentration of resources on serves to chil-
dren can certainly be justified from the standpoint of prevention.
the real benefits that are gained through surly detection and inter-
vention are realized when the handicapped person reaches adult
life. In our zeal to provide services to handicapped children, we are
suing the promise that disabilities can be cured or alleviated

thus there will be no need for services later in life. For most
severely handicapped individuals, this is not true. Furthermore,
handica people are adults much I than they are children.
To meet "c human needs, some effort must be contin-
ued through the life of a severely handicapped individual.

adults. One is the Rehabilitation Act. We also ve the medical
Now at the present time we have three major to serve

benefits through medicare and medicaid, and we have income
maintenance through social security. Often eligibility for financial
maintenance and health care requires placement in an institution.

The services that we provide adults with handicaps implies the
philosophy that if we cannot cure a handicap by the time the indi-
vidual is adult to the point that they can succeed in the labor
market- -and the Rehab Act says to what degree they must succeed
in the labor marketthen we are encouraged to place them in in-

I
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stitutioes and provide minimal income maintenance. This philoso-
phy is to both from a hurnine-and from a cost effective-
ness point.

The rehabilitation Federal-State partnership, I feel, has been a
y Ducar:GU Government program. However, programs that

are just like people that workthey tend to get overused. Ev-

=wants to be sure that a program serves their spe-
tercets.

Over the past three decades the Rehabilitation Act has been ex-
panded significantly. Priorities currently

blic
focus on red to of

public awe handicapped pu offentkors. 1988
amendments still

and
emphasize service to severely handicapped

ftiwwle,
three with the most

y
severe handicaps. A severe handicap is.- , very broadl.

Although priorities have been added to the act, the eligibility %re.
quirement has not been changed substantially. Thus, since rehabili-
tation services for many severely handicapped individuals cannot
be, and I quote, "reasonably expected to make the mem fit for
Ifainfol 4 II a severely 4 v,t is included as

a
w=a3r0;1-, don and then excl - criteria.

, the Rehabilitates Act seems to be used as a vehi-
cle to address a number of other soda! needs such as
youth eorrections, deinstitutionalization, and civil rights. A1th eug
each of these additions to the act is certainly justifiable and is ra-
tional, Such provisions Olen blur the rWary facm Thus, we have
mean, really to fear that the Rehabilitation Act will turn out like

secunty has bogged down, overcommitted, and underfund-
ed--to the extent that it could become quite unfunctrn. nal.

Senator, what we have is a Rehabilitation Act that looks some-
like a Chriemas tree to which we have attached many
and important peripheral packages. I fear the packages

themselves are bending the limbs of the tree to the point that it
will weaken the trunk.

Now we have other Christmas trees, one that is called social se-
curity and another that is called health care financing. One of the
major packages attached to the limbs of these trees is special serv-
ices to the handicapped.

Additional legislation which more clearly focuses on nonvoca-
tional rehabilitation for handicapped people as needed, Such legisla-
tion should combine some of the existing components of the Reha-
bilitation Act, the Health Care and Social Security Acts but I feel
such legislation should focus on independent; living at a lower

service and, at the same time, an opportunity for our Voce-
public cost. Such legislation should much more appropriate

tional Rehabilitation Act to more adequately focus on vocational
issues.

In summary, I want to commend the committee for its efforts in
approving rehabilitation legislation, but I do want topoint out that
it as somewhat fragmented. It possibly is overused. There are a va-
riety of issues that are very, very important in the act, so impor-
tent that they need spft-Wlegislation, and I urge in the future
that the committee increase its efforts towards these initiatives
and legislation that will more appropriately meet the needs of
adults with handicaps.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Fifield follows:]
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lionvocational Rehabilitation Services

Or. Mervin 'Meld

June 2S, 1983

Chairman Hatch, lenders, colleagues and friends, it is an honer to be

asked to testify on behalf of the needs for handicapped individuals and the

proposed 1983 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act. 1 would like to direct

Q remarks to two WOW flYthe language proposed for the 1983 aelendilettS

to the Rehebilitation Act, and (2) a broader Issue, addressing the question,

Are we effecting tee much from the Rehabilitation Act?*

The language of the proposed 1983 amendmeets suggests an honest effort

to strengthen and better focus rehabilitation services. This is even mere

apparent if one considers the proposed rehabilitation amendments along with

the proposed language for Public Law 91-142. The language of these two bills

reflect en effort to bridge some of the gaps between services provided ha di.

Mind individuals in our public schools and the need for continued service

sten the handicapped individual has aged out of public education. I wish to

compliment the efforts to integrate these services and overcome the fragmen-

tation which is inherent when different agencies with different criteria for

eligibility try to serve different needs.

The Amendments requiring increased accountability, program evaluation,

and more meaningful reporting mechanisms should provide better data upon

which to make future decisions. The mendeents Which call for innovative

expansion, research, training, and special demonstration projects, reflect

efforts to address some of the obstacles encountered in vocationally

rehOtiiteing hendicloped individuals.
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As a society, we have invested very heavily in service programs for

handicapped children and youth. Substantial federal support is provided

through Crippled Children Services, Maternal and Child Wealth, National

Institute for Child Wealth and Development. Special Education, and the

Administration on Children, Youth, and ramilies. Although this concentration

of resources on services to children can be justified from the standpoint of

prevention. the benefits to be gained through early detection and interven-

tion are realized primarily when the handicapped person reaches adult life.

Our teal to provide services to handicapped children suggests the promise

that disabilities can be cured or alleviated, and thus there will be no need

for services in later life. For most severely handicapped individuals, this

is not true. Furthermore, handicapped people are adults much longer than

they are children. To meet basic human needs, some sustained effort most be

continued throughuut the life of the severely handicapped individual;

At the present Owe, the major programs designed to serve adults with

handicaps include the Rehabilitation Act which focuses on vocational

rehabilitation, medical benefits through Medicare and Medicaid, and income

maintenance through Social Security. Often eligibility for financial

maintenance and health care requires placement in an institution.

The services we currently provide adults with handicaps imply a philos-

ophy that if we 'can't cure" a handicap by the time the individual is an

Adult to tne point that they ran succeed in the labor market, they are not

worthy of other considerations. As such, we encourage their placement in

institutions and provide minimal income maintenance. This philosophy iS

;naPoroprlatk troth from a namane and i 0Si-effective standpoint.

,ehao,Iltatinn federal/state partnership has been an uniquely

s4c;_es.;#4! 10prrmpnt OrOgram. However, programs that work, as with people
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who work. tend to get overused. Everyone wants to be sure that a successful

program serves their specific interest. Over the pest three decades, the

Rehabilitation Act haS been significantly expanded. Priorities currently

focus on recipients of public assistance and handicapped public offenders

(640//010-62.96). The 1973 smenceeents MONISM priority for serving persons

with the most severe handicaps. A severe handicap is defined as "a disabil-

ity which requires multiple services over an extended period of time." The

amenament then lists 16 types of disabilities with provisions for other

disabilities specified by the secretary in regulations.

Although priorities have been added to the act. the eligibility criteria

for clierts has remained essentially the same. Thus. since rehabilitative

services for many severely handicapped individuals cannot be 'reasonably

expected to make the person fit for gainful empioyment", the severely

handicapped are included as a priority by definition and then excluded by

criteria (GiA0/HRD-62-95).

Furthermore. the Rehabilitation Act has been used as a vehicle to

address a number of other social needs, including poverty, corrections,

deinstitutionalilation. and civil rights. Although each addition to the act

may be rational and justifiable, such provisions tend to blur the primary

focus. Thus, we have reason to fear that the Rehabilitation Act, like Social

Security, could become hogged down, overcommitted, and under-funded to the

extent that It is nonfunctional.

What we have in the Rehabilitation Act looks Some"hing like a Christmas

tree on which NO have attached many needed and important but peripheral

Packages. I fear the packages attached to the limbs are benling,in0

vmatem,fla the trunk.
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There are other Christmas trees called Social.Secerity and Health Care

financing. One of thO packages attached to the limbs of these trees are

special services for the handicapped.

Additional legislation that more clearly focuses on nonvocatioeal

rehabilitation for adult handicapped people is needed. Such legislation

should combine the existing components of the Rehabilitation Act. Health

Care, and Social Security, but the focus of such legislation should be on

independent living at lower public costs. Such legislation should provide

better and sore appropriate services, and at the 4444 time. permit better

utilisation of existing resources and efforts in obtaining vocational

rehabilitation for haedicapped people.

In summary, I would like to commend the committee for its efforts in

improving existing rehabilitation legislation, but to point out that it is

fragmented and po:sibly overused and addresses a variety of issues WO in

themselves are so importent that they need special legislation. I urge then

that in the future, the comeittee increase its efforts towards new

initiatives and legislation which will have the effect of more appropriately

addressing the nonvocational rehabilitation needs of the adult with a

handicap.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Marv. Welippreciate your testiraony
here today, as we do all of

Debb* let me start with you and let me just ask you one outs-
tion: What do you feel would be an appropriate level of funding ,fur
Federal, State, and private funding sources to provide for independ-
ent living centers? l you have any ideas on that?

Ms. Marx. Yes, I do. I spoke to varies indlvkluals at our center
and asked for their input as well, an t of what they have heard
ir some of the conference with other t living centers. I
guess kind of the consensue was possibly a ?pend-down program.
where the Federal Government came in and initially was spending
like 100 percent of the initial funding on the program, and maybe
in the next year or so 80 percent, and in the next year 60 percent,

kind of a spend-down program with private and State moneys
iin what is left over and _possibly to what I guess

would the ideal situation: The Fecktral t would nd
one-third. State government would spend one-third, and the to
sector would also donate one-third. That may be a little too
idealistic, but that may be the ideal.

The CHAIRMAN. Those are good su ggestions.
Dr. Swenson, how has research su by the National Insti-

tute of Handicapped Research hel you to care for your patients
here in Salt Lake City? .

Dr. SWIINBON. The spinal cord injured 'centers, Senator, there are
13 across the country and combined they have as many spinal cord
patients each year as it would take me 10 to 15 years to see. By
pooling their data and jointly studying different problems, we can
get an answer in 2 or 3 years that used to take us 10 to 15 years.
There are a number of ways that I manage paralyzed bladders, Par-
alymd limbs, and fusing broken necks now that are different be-
cause of those centers.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. You mentioned to us toda&ptarajacts that
were unfunded because the moneys weren't there. d you give
us some examples of some of these unfunded P: research
projects, that could be accomplished if addi funding was
available?

Dr. Swarms:. In just the area of spinal cord injury, Senator, a
lot of the initial research is done on the initial care of a very sick
person. Some of the more important research that needs to be done
now has to do with integrating spinal cord injured patients more
successfully into the community.

Twenty years ago spinal cord rd injured patients were apt to die be-
cause of infection of one kind or another. Today the grzcii test risk
the first 10 years out is suicide, and so we still, as a siciety, don't
treat and accept the spinal cord injured patient the way we should.
That is the research that needs to be done.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fifield, you indicated there were certain as-
pects of the Rehabilitation Act that you think are so important
that they should be segregated out into special bills. Could you give
us some of those illustrations and help us to know what you think
there?

Dr. Farina. 1 guess I am not so sure what provisions we would
want to take out. Certain provisions that are across a number of
bills right now should be considered together the health care fi-
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naming. the social security parts of services to the handica , as
well as rehabilitation, are now considered separately tarily
and authorization- wise. Sometimes these work against each other.

Issues such as ergibility, issues such as definition, incentives,
and so forth, are different and sometimes they work against each
other. My plea is that they start working Nether, and be so con-
sidered. I believe it has been pointed out that there are 16 major
pieces of legislation that affect the handicapped, and these are
never considered by the same corm ittees in the House or in the
Senate. Some of these things, integl titian I think is very signifi-
cant.

The CHAIRMAN. I think sometimes we in the get so
caught up in our own jurisdictions that we fail to do w t is really
right in those areas.

own_
is a very good point.

You mentioned that the focus of new letion should be on in-
dependent living at a reduced public expense. Now how do you feel
that this could be accomplished?

Dr. Fivieux There are a lot of pawls out on how that might
be accomplished. I think two of are very important. I think
that your bill on the Community-Home Health Service Act is one
technique of really accomplishing independent providing the
rudimentary health services in the home. I think that saint. home
incentive legislation would also be very important, where parents
and people in independent living centers would be encouraged to
keep handicapped people in the home rather than institutionalize
them. I think these are two major pieces of legislation that really
need a great deal of effort behind them.

The CHAIRMAN. We caused quite a stir this week when we added
our bill to the employment bill, and of course we have had so much
difficulty with a couple of the ;Aber committees back there that we
decided to at least bypass them through our own jurisdiction. We
hope we can get that through on the floor. I think it would do a lot
of good, and I think in the end you are right: It will save money for

fficu ltthe taxpayers, although it is very di for me to convince some
of my colleagues back there of that.

Well, this has been an interesting panel. I really appreciate all of
you coming. Debbie, I appreciate the extra effort you have made
here today. I think this testimony is very helpful to us on this par-
ticular, very important act. We appreciate all of you being here.
We appreciate the kind remarks you have given us today.

Our third panel will deal with provisions for agency accountabil-
ity. Neva Cruz will be the panel chairman. She Is project director
of the client assistance program at the Utah Department of Reha-
hilitat ion here in Salt Lake City, Warren Thom_pson is the director
of the Division of Services for the Visually Handicapped Utah
State Department of Education here in Salt Lake; and IS. Kent
Berg is the district supervisor of the Utah Department of Rehabili-
tation Services in Salt Lake City.

Therefon.. Neva, we will turn to you. You can introduce our
panel and move it on from there. OW

Ms. CRUZ. All right.
First we will hear from Warren Thompson. He is the acting di-

rector of the Division of Services for the Visually Handicapped in
the State Department of Education here in Salt Lake.
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STATEMIINT OF WARREN TROMPSON, ACTING DIRIIXTOR, UTAH
STATE OFFICE OF EDUCATION. DIVISION OF SERVICES FOR
TM VISUALLY HAIGIICAFFED
Mr. Tnomrscut, Thank you.
Senator Hatch, I esjoyed your

am. yo reered hthncommts me-
rehabilitation program is

one of the old and mast and mast improved upon
social programs we have, I agree. I have been working in
the for over MI yam in meets of ait. It plesaure to
talk someone like you who has been so instr

is
umental in pre-

serving it as premium. The fin* is that today we are 4 about
ways of insprovhig the program and not replacing It or ft
with some of the other womm, which has been a real threat, I

IPC=. the aspect of account
in

ability
this

in the rehabllitaticrehabilitation

your Wftat* effects are..

gram is really very interesting because, frau the viewpoint of
ritutairrams, the rehab progrem already is one of the moat ac-

It is the envy of all of the direr programs because. we
know at any one time where all of our clients are, whethsw they
are active or whether they are claret whet we bine spent fly
thew what they are &dog at the present how we are sup-
porting them. It is a tremendously realistic accountable pro-
gram.

The as I underetand them and as I read them, hew.
ever improve on accountability, which I think is

I
commenda-

ble. would like to make some annments, however. -

One of the things that I think could be *dike to the amendments
is to extend the accoufflability to active clients in the caseload and
to an active accounting of the finaecial activitke that are ping on.
The current amendments do job of mandating closer atten-
tion to here on closed cases. This is very good, but we could with
very little more effort extemd this to active cases in the current

callIntal the things that recently was that OMB, thee
and in fact a ktt of this boa beern dorm

O the e
Office of Management and disrupted the accounting
ess in the State-Federal outlawing a couple the
forms, the RSA-300 and RSA-2, which are basic caseload, and
financial reporting documents, and it has thrown the field into
kind of disarray. I think the amendments will help' correct this,
and I think if they are amended to extend their thrust to active
axles it will be Weal.

The term "cW out" as used in the amendments, I think could
be more refined with good benefit. As it is now, if you talk about
making this reporting on cases that are closed out, you are talking
about a very, very wide range of vary, very different kinds of cases.
I think the Senate could limit that\to people who are closed out
after having received rehabilitation services of some kind. There
are so many clients who come in that ,really don't belong, and if

Thee CHAIRMAN.CHAIRMAN. That is a good touggvation. I think we can add
that to the bill. We Will see what we can de. We will try to make
that as a technical amendment

Mr. THosipsoN. Fine. Thank you.

: :6
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I also approve of the Mandate for further evaluation that is in
the amendments. We have had standards and we have worked with
them in the past, but they haven't had a lot of clout behind them
and it has been sort of a wishy-washy thing. I think to put the
force of taw behind them would be helpful, and I think to extend
that to look at the effectiveness of prcjects with industries and the
effectiveness of independent living projects is extremely good. Some
of those projects are well done but others really do need to be
looked at, and mandating that their effectiveness be studied is a
good idea.

One of the other comments I would like to make might be strain-
ing accountability a little bit, but the at in the first page man-
dates the lower age as 16. There are maim -reasons, I guess, why
that is in there, but from the point of view of people who work
with the blind and the visually handicapped, that would be a disad-
vantage because we start much earlier. While we don't provide a
lot of service, we do provide consultation, we do get these people on
our rolls, and we do follow them in the schools for the blind and a
lot of them in the regular schools now, much below the age of 16.
Therefore, the transition from the school system to our progra*
becomes more smooth and more complete, and fewer people fall be-
tween the cracks.

The last comment I would like to make is also an accountability
element, and that has to do with the client assistance programs. I
would like to see the State option remain as it is There are very
good client assistance programs operating within the State system.
I think it tends to Minimize unnecessary contention and adversar-
ial activities that might otherwise occur.

I know from practical experience that in the supervisory kind of
relationships that go on, a client asks for something and the coun-
selor denies it. The client becomes very unhappy, and appeals to
his counselor's supervisor or to the director. Very frequently it is
found that the client's needs are just, and you can work around
within the system, smooth the thing over, and go on about your
business. I think this is typically what happens, and that we could
be introducing an adversarial element if we mandated that the
States did not have the option of keeping it within their own pro-
gram.

Therefore. in summary I would like to extend the information
collection mandate to the active caseload. I think "closed out"
should be defined. I, would put a legal mandate behind evaluation
in all of the sections of vocational rehabilitation. I would retain the
age flexibility, as is in the current act, and not mandate it at 16;
and I would retain the State option for client assistance programs.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Thompson follows:]
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DincRAVVICAL sumo

Va tern Thealieda

Mr. Thompson to currently Acting Director. Divisional Services far

the Visually Meedicepped. Utah State Office of illuesclom. Me has served

previously ma wastes& lesions* Director, DOCSOM of NM. and Regioaal

Commissioner. lababilitatben Services administrator is lesion O. Deemer

Colorado. Um bee also served so Director. Department of liebabilitetten is

California. and DireCtor. Department of Delmbilitation le COlerado. Earlier

ho served es V.I. Ceenselar. District Supervisor, and desietent Stets Director

in Utah. his native state. is is a pest president and board member of tba

Rational Rshabilitetion Asaociatios.

SOCSISTEDQIIISTIONS

1. Rev* the wortios requirements of the Relmbilitetise Ssrlrices Adminis-

tration been emulsive or berdenemoe to Statue V.R. Amadei in your

opioioa?

I. Sow said tho asendmeate affect the State V.S. Agemcins sarvisi the

blind?

3. Uwe Omar boon Amy federal settees in recent maths that Wave adversely

affected Vocationol Rehabilitation services for the blind?
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Seth the INcditiottel Rehabilitation Act end I will moon be 61 years

Of age. I've often thought seance my eseociation with this program 36 years

alp that it has bran an h000r to share the sees birthdate with such significant

ash truly American legis/atiorr. Likewiss it has been a privilege to spend

as workieg life in various facets of this program which have taken w from

a position of vocational rehabilitation connoslor, through the State system

to where I have been State Director of these separate State agencies. 1

tune also workod in the Federal Rehabilitation System at both the Washington,

D.C. and regional office levels.

mention this principally to establish that we its today discussing

amendments and improvements to oas of the oldest sad certainly one of the

most distinsuiehed pieces of uncial legislation aver devised. Thu legislation

represents the skillful and inspired contributions of many of our most

distinguished citizens end congressional leaders. Perameally I an relieved

that we will consider mums of refining and adapting this pioneer piece

of legislation. rather than ways in which its throat might be dialnished

by aselgamstion with other people program,

Accountability has been one of the hallmarks of the V.A. program,

Its system of checks and balances and its unique method of kwaring the

current situation of each client by an innovative system of 'statuses'

are the envy of other soLtvl programs. It is also pert of the reason.

I'm ours. that in my long involvement within the V.I. program, most of

It to A supervisory role. I have never encountered a proven rase of fraud

or soberzelmenr in the eight western states where I have worked.

.10 riK. ,steer h.nd. I look hack sometimes in disbelief at the impact

4 tow hundred dollars (an have when properly invested in a perwan'a lite at

,riti,a1 Time. My long personal perspective and involvement has Provided

W. Thompson
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me with Innumerable inateoces In which the pump-prtmine effect of V.R.

services has yielded results that have changed the lite style not only

of the indivtdual but of hie family end his decedents.

In readies the current smeodments, I conclude that en accountability

need is not addressed. The amendments should include suthoriamtlon for

end direction to the Federal Office of Rehabilitation Service ti; continue

to collect, *pelves, and distribute national current caseload end financial

et/titmice. The stetee are tooled op for tble fed can therefore provide

tt with menimum diareption. The date Is invaluable for demoostrifing unmet

state needs, mot other planning mad adjustment thrusts that should be taken

in stet* proarams. The vales of these statistics to USA and its regional

title's to properly perform their leadership and monitoring roles Is also

important. The ',tete pograma with which I se familiar would strongly

favor a continuatiou of tam traditional state accountability prorate., ex-

panded and updated by computer technology. They interpret recent actions

oy OMR which discontinue basic statistical and financial forme as being

disruptive to state progrme accountability and management. I would propose

directions in the asendments to preserve this system.

My specific comment; on the amendments follow:

(1) Page 2, line 14. The tern 'closed out' needs to be defined. Probably

what is wanted is a tern like 'closed as rehabilitated'. Many comes

are 'elfdied out in rehabilitation after inconsequential cortact or

no service dn the baste of loving contact. death, insufficient

vocational handlcapp, etc. The statistic would have more meaning

if limited tu ,aava who have been provided significant services and

W. Thoapson
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cloud as rehabilitated.

(2) I approve the general concept of mandating informative collection

and analysis an eat forth in Section 102. page 2. line 11. It is

supportive of strong accountability within the act.

(3) Evaluation is certainly a besic aspect of accountebility. For this

reams 1 evypert the se.date as expressed in section 103A, section

,14. page 1. lima 0 to end of section.

(4) In Utah as in any other orates. emndating the lower age as 16 (page

2, lime 5) would interfere with cooperative wheal program in which

planning is started at an early age. The flexibility contained in

the current Act is desirable withoet ameadmeat. Accountability in

tame of early client contact and follow-up would be preserved. Tree-

'Mon from school to adult life would he enhanced particularly

for the blind sad other severly bandicapind people.

(5) Client assistance programa serve realistic seed 1 should be en-

cc.raged as the ameedmeate would accomplish. Rowevar. I dislike

*mane the State option removed as to where the program should be.

I fear that is twee states mandating that the program 'is not adsdn-

littered by the state R.V. Agency' (page 6. line 19) would lead to

uneecessary contenti=a and adversarial activities. My experience

hen been that programa within State V.R. agencies resolve problems

quickly with a minium. of conflict. I prefer to sea states allowed

au uptlun in this area.

In summary, I support the amendment* as being good addition' to a

provrn program, but auggrst minor clarifications as noted above. Federally

outlined Information items promote unifuraltY and comparability in the

State/Fetleral %Vitro'

U. nwmptinn
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Thompson.
Ms. Cave. Our next speaker will be O. Kent Berg. He is the dis-

trict supervisor here in Salt Lake for the Division of Rehabilitation
Services.

The CHAIRMAN. It is good to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF O. KENT BERG, DISTRICT SUPERVISOR. UTAH
DIVISION OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

Mr. Beam. Thank you, Senator Hatch. I really ,date what
you have done for han people and for rehtion serv-e k

ices. For you and your and my colleaguee and the friends than
we have here at this hearing, I an), very honored to present my re-
marks.

What I have to say first will deal with the same subjectWarren
and I were given the same subjectbut I "' - to add a little more
to what Warren said. It seems clear that t Services Adminis-
tration in Washington and the Office of Management and Budget
are not presently interested in collecting and analyzing program
performance data from States. Such data has in the past enabled
State rehab agencies to enjoy a high level of accountability and
comparability.

Less that 2 weeks ago Judy Ann ButTmire, the administrator of
rehab services in the State, sent a letter to RSA's statistical
branch, and I want to quote a paragraph from her letter

Enclosed is the R-300 data tape for Utah general program for fiscal year 1982. It
is realised that this data in tote is not required at the present time by your
but Utah feels it is necessiny to be officially included in the Utah record to
the State vocational rehabilitation agency stability for client nerviee.

It is my understanding other States sent in this information,
even though it wasn't required, so the record wmild still be there.
Rehabilitation agencies want to be held accountable for the ex-
penditure of public money.

Now as Warren mentioned, Dr. Buffmire's letter was prompted
by an RSA information memorandum 83-32, which outlined in an
attachment, 28 data elements they no longer require but which, in
my opinion, are vital to understanding with what accountability
money appropriated for rehab services is being spent.

If Government agencies are to be accountable for their successes
and problems in resource ment to the executive branch, to
the legislature and the public, then the collection of data is essen-
tial and needs to be comparable nationwide.

Some specific areas where such accountability contributes signifi-
cantly to program vitality include: the continuous development of
performance standards and expectations; the projection of future
needs for budgetary allocations; the maintenance of operational
control; and any possibilities at all for cost reduction and service
improvement.

The language of Senate Report No. 98, the proposed Rehabilita-
tion Amendments of 1983, concludes required reporting or relevent
data elements which RSA is presently not requiring for these. In
this area there is no question but what this bill promotes account-
ability and establishes accountability.
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Accountability is however a two-way street. It involves the
of legislation in the lives of those it affects, as well as the

efficiency and effectiveness of the agencies and programs it estab-
lishes. Impact can be defined primarily as a function of how and
whether resources are translated into life changes for peo0e. The
need for an increase in budget during times of high unenint
to meet the needs of handicapped citizens is imperative. Congress is
accountable to its constituents, and the handicapped are a signifi-
cant constituency. Therefore, I am making a plea, for the funding
of rehaleitation at the levels these amendments authorize.

There are related accountability issues with respect to some of
the specific provisions in the amendments. Warren mentioned the
age of 16. I take a little different view than he does there, but I
recognize his reasons for wanting it to be flexible. I think establish-
ing the age of 16 will help clarify the involvement of rehab counsel-
ors with referrals from special education and school dropout pro-
grams, et cetera. I believe accountability is enhanced whenever
clearer definitions of responsibility are established.

If I may, I would like to offer a response to a question you asked
of one of the members of another panel. You asked if they had had
any experience with in-agency or independent client assistance pro-
grams. Because the area of my responsibility includes liaison with
the DepArtment of Family Services here in the State and their re-
ferrals to rehab, I am familiar with the fact that they have both in
existence there: They have an outside advocacy agency and they
have an internal comparable CAP person on their staff.

I know from experience with many cases that if we have a handi-
capped person for whom we are acting as an advocate for and we
want to resolve that problem they have with family services, that
we get better results by going through the agency CAP worker who
is outside line authority in social services but still can handle that
kind of problem, than we do by going to the independent advocacy
agency.

I believe that making the CAP independent of State rehab can be
counterproductive. Many questions and potential problems can be
more efficiently and effectively handled within the agency if there
is the opportunity for facilitating communication through a CAP
representative outside the line authority structure.

I see the problem not as having one outside; I think that is OK. I
think we already have that available to us to some degree with dis-
ability. However, if, this legislation goes through as written, I see
us as lasing our internal CAP and I think that would be a loss to
the accountability of the agency and a loss to our clients. There-
fore, if there is enough money, let's have both, but if we have to
ch(snse. let's keep the most effective one.

I believe projects with industry grants would also enable State
agencies to be more accountable in providing al continuum of serv-
ices. There would be easier access for counselors to make referrals
and monitor their clients 'progress. This is an option in the bill,
and we support that option.

The expansion of training programs in the bill has to do with ac-
countability as well. In the final analysis, the most effective kind of
accountability is professional skill and commitment which is devel-
oped in part by inservice training.
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I believe the fiscal amounts authorized by the bill are clear ex-
amples of the desire of this Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources to be =amiable to the public, and for these pregrams to
have significant impact in the lives of the handicapped.

Finally, rehab is a program of direct services and it is a small
program, relatively, in the national view. We have to make use of
similar benefits in other programa I think sometimes we do not
have 't.be access to those similar benefits that we could have if
there were legislative backup for it.

Just as an example, the Job Training Partnership Act defined
that in a general way, membership on their private industry
should include someone from rehabilitative agencies, which trans-
lated in an example here in Utah into someone other than voca-
tional rehabilitation on one PIC. It is important that we be repre-
sented so we can facilitate exchange of referrals and information
and mutual program support.

The Ckanistak. Tell me a little bit about
Mr. Beam Well, I think rehabilitative was broadly inter-

preted, and because other programs have some component of
that- -

The CHAIRMAN. That doesn't necessarily mean vocational reha-
bilitation.

Mr. Bsao. Yes, right, and yet it was the intent, I believe, that the
State rehab agency be represented on that policy committee. It
may have been resolved here in Utah because our agency director
made an appeal, and I think we will be represented.

It is symptomatic, though, of a lot of the similar benefits we have
access to but we have to take an advocacy role to really get in-
volved in. Legislation might be worded so that rehab could gain
access in that more directly.

For instance, we have had a lot of programs where rehab has
been considered a resource to a client, and although we are not
committed to totally pay for that client's education, as a resource
they have figured our money in and then found that client ineligi-
ble for their financial help. Therefore, in applying for the Pell
grant, for instance, rehab needs to be figured in and if rehab is
available as a resource, it may make the client ineligible for the
Pell grant.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. BERG. We also recognize there is a problem sometimes when

timely funding isn't addressed. You know, it is hard when we have
to set priorities during part of the year and we don't have to set
them the rest of the year, and some clients get backed up in their
program when it is purely an administrative, budgetary kind of
problem that the agency faces. Therefore, we urge that as soon as
possible you consider House bill 2461 and we get the funding taken
care of for rehabilitation programs.

Thanks a lot.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berg follows:1
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Biographical Sketch

U. Sent berg served as a rehabilii;ation counselor from

19eS to 1970 and has been a district supervisor since then.

He currently supervises 13 counselors and administers a case

service budget of approximately $400,000 annually. He is a

Past President of the Utah Rehabilitation Association and was

Utah's Counselor of the Year in 1970. He is currently President

of .the Board of Directors of the Work Activity Center for

Handicapped Adults and for almost 18 years has been involved in
%

serving the handicapped citizens of Utah. Kent has a BS degree

in Philosophy from the University of Utah and has over 100 hours

elf graduate w.ork related to rehabilitation counseling, supervision

and manag_lent. He is 47 years old, married, the father of six

children and a lifelong resident of Utah.

QULSTIOSS

pit Berg, tOIN do you thins Rehabilitation Programs

get a budget increase Olen many equally deserving

irorams are getting budget cuts?

. h Noll feel it's necessary for al: States to

itp(,rt mandatory data elements?

3, ou know of any other examples hhere Rehab does

not ',:aye :Access to similar benefits''
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It seems clear that the Rebabilliation Services

Adeinintretion and the Office of Malnagement and Budget are

not presently interested in collecting and aaalyting program

performasce data free the States. Such data has in the past

enabled State Aehahilitation Agate*** to es$oy a high level of

comparabilitY aceotteteillitY.

Less than two weeks ago Judy Ann Suffmire, the Administrator

of Rehabilitation Services here Am Utah sent a letter to

4SA's Statistical Branch containing in pert, the following

statenent:

"Enclosed is the R -300 data tape for
Utah General Program for Fiscal Year 1942.
It is realized that till. Z.ta in tote
is net required at the prem.; time by
your agency, but Utah feels it 10
necessary to be officially included
in the Utah record to verify the State
Vocational Rehabilitation agency
accountability for client service."

Rehabilitation Agencies want to be held accountable

for the expenditure of public money.

Dr. Buffmire's letter was prompted by RSA Information

Memoranduir'S3-32 which outlined in an attachtsenty 28 data

elements hhich individually and collectively are vital to

understanding with what accountability money appropriated for

Rehabilitation Services is being spent, but no longer required.

If pvernment agencies are to communicate their successes

4nd problems la resource management to the executive, the

1vg, iJtAft,. 41sJ t..i pulsc then the of prodpct ilt

.,:sit4 by comparable oatJonhi4e.

rr--r agif
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Some specific areas where such accountability contributes

significantly include; the continuous development of performance

standards and expectations, the projection of future seeds for

budgetary allocations, the maintenance of operational control

and any possibilities for cost reduction and service improvement.

The language of Senate Report No. 98, the pulsed

Rehabilitation Amendments of 1983, is not in harmony with what

RSA is presently requiring for reports and evaluation. In this

area there is no question that accountability is established

and enhanced by the data elements required in this legislation.

Accountability however is a two way street. It involves

the impact of legislation in the lives of those it affects as

well as the efficiency and effectiveness of the agencies and

progroms it establishes. .apact is primarily function of

all,cating resources. fhe need for an increase in budget during

times of high unemployment to meet the needs of handicapped

:iti;rn is imperative. Congress is accountable to its constituents

Anj the 4.an,licapred are a significant constituency.

There are accountability issues respect to same of

flu; specific provisions in these amendments. Establishing the

,iefinition of a handicapped individual as one who has attained

In Mars of age will help clarify the involvement of Rehabilitation

counselors with referrals from Special Education and school

,tr tt._ Accountabilit is enhanced whenever

.1111 stt"N, vt responsibility ATV L',-

.v7:t.. re4uir,rig Client Al.sistant Prograns in he
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independent of State Rehabilitation Agencies can be counter-

productive. Many questions is potential problems can be'nore

efficiently and effectively handled within the ageacy if there

is an opportunity for facilitating communication through a CAP

representative outside the line authority structure. An

independent CAP could well contribute to the constricting of

xemmunication and polarizing of clients unnecessarily. A good,

internal Client Assistance Program will contribute significantly

to the capacity for clients to hold their rehab counselors,

supervisors and coordinators accountable.

Project' with industry Grants also would be more accountable

if included within State Agencies. There would be easier access

for counselors to make referrals and monitor their clients'

progress. This is an eption im this bill.

The expantion of training to these Semndments has special

significance for accountability. an the final analysis the most

effective kind of accountability is professional skill and

commitment which is developed in pert by in-service training.

The fiscal amounts authorized by this bill are clear

examples of the desire of the Committee on Labor and Human

Resources to be accountable to the public and for these programs

to hate significant Impact in the lives of the handicapped

in the continued and improved development of this human resource.

1:r.,411%, viah is a program of direct scrvis:vs ..nth furidinp

h to some cther pregrams is not ',wit

I. AN Vint *;:at IS called similar henefats. 14;.410114tation
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ntA,t tviVitAi 101-JinAtifig VApVftS AS well

AN ,.AP,41,1. Iclated progiam, must ha%v shad defined access

for our client if accountability is to be established fully.

for instance the Joh Training Partnership Act defines in a

general way that membership on their poi committees include

someone from Rehabilitative Asenctes rather than State Rehabilitation

igenies, v small difference but it Jeopardizes the ability of

titalr ies to fully use thus valuable resource.

nc ..1,i110 urge consideration of HR-,4t1 as soon as possible.

It ce.mpouhd the difficulty in being accountable when we are

nut iit?rml. and full fielded all year long. Client waiting

1,,t, ,r ;1..ritized ivrvices which seen necessary until funding

t, r,! are the long run unnecessary hardships on

[tor Wn44,4;1(J and riav sabotage Individual Written Rehabilitation

Plan-,

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you. Have the rePortinig require-
ments of the Rehabilitation Services Administration, in either of
you gentlemen's opinion, been IMMUNE or burdensome to State
YR agencies? What do you think

Mr. Twouviox. In my opinion they have not been burdenson2e.
In fact, the States have aggressively sought to report more because
they recognize that in their reporting they get access to the reports
of all of the other States, national trends, comparability, and
things of this nature which are extremely helpful in program plan-
ning and budipting and the directions that are You
want to see if_ you are stenewhere in phut, with the

I think. as Kent pointed out, it has been interesting that when
OMB said, "You no longer have to report all of these things," the
States stood up as one and said, "We want to continue to report
these things and more `"

The CHAtastAx. That is interesting to me, too.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, it is
The CHAIRMAu ta,raginend you for wanting to do so.
Mr. BERG. Lei me make the point that there is an added benefit

from that. I don't think we would be as far Into the computer age
in rehab as we are, were we not,- required to keep track of those
data elements, and that added benefit comes in that we are able to
use the computer. then, to help our program in other ways. If we
were still able to keep track of everything we needed to by band, I
think we wouldn't be as effective as we are in our own pre gram.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is great
How would the amendments affect the State VR agencies serving

the disabled? I am talking about these amendments here, this bill.
Mr. THoraesox, The accountability aspects, I expect you are re-

ferring to--
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The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. THOMPSON [continuing]. With the blind it would be no prob-

lem whatsoever. The blind and the visually handicapped serve a
much higher proportion of severely disabled clients, and I get the

infor-
mation

that a lot of the information thrust of asking for more nfor-
mation is to get at whether programs are really serving severely
handicapped people or taking on the more simply handicapped,
easier case. In the blind that is not a problem because most of our
clients are severely handicapped.

Mr. BERG, I think they would make it easier for us to make a
case for budget increases.

The CHAIRMAN. Have there been any Federal actions in recent
months that have made it more difficult to serve--or let me put it
another waywhich would adversely affect vocational rehabilita-
tion services for the handicapped?

Mr. THOMPSON. I would like to respond to that. The Social Secu-
rity Administration recently reversed its funding position. which
caused a sharp cutback in vocational rehabilitation Federal funds
through the social security system under titles 2 and 16, title 2
being the basic program and title 16, supplemental security.

They previously granted States money in advance to rehabilitate
these people. A large proportion of the people we rehabilitate in
serving the blind and the visually handicapped qualify under ont
or the other of these two p so we had a substantial!
amount of money coming from A. They suddenly stopped that in
its tracks, and it reduced our client service budget something like
25 percent in one fell swoop. That created a real problem with us.

Now they have instituted a program in which, after a person has
been rehabilitated and if he meets the requirements of their defini-
tion of rehabilitation. the State agency applies for refunding of the
money that was spent on that client. However, in doing that, in
their defining when a client is successfully rehabilitated SSA said,
in effect, if the client is blind he has to have an earning capacity of
overhe has to demonstrate substantial gainful activity of over
$:',50 per month before the agency is eligible to claim reimburse-
ment for that client.

If the clients are not blind. they only have to make approximate-
ly $300 a month, so the test is almost twice as severe for the blind,
which doesn't make any sense whatsoever. It is an administrative
action by Social Security which I think really needs to have.ne
corrective attention paid to it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well. we will see what we can do to change that.
That doesn't make any sense to me, either. I am glad you pointed
that out.

Let me ask you one last question: Why do you feel it is necessary
for all States to report mandatory data elements?

Mr. BERG. I think it is necessary because of the comparability
factor. I recently went to Oklahoma for an advanced training ses-
sion and we had 23 different States represented there. and we were
able to talk the same language becaiime of the history of our pro-
gram being evaluated that way, I was able to learn a lot, and they
learned a few things from me about how to improve services. It
would have been much harder to do that if the same reporting re-
quirements had not been used throughout the country,
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Let me mention one other thing in response to the last question,
Warren answered Senator Hatch: There is an element of our popu-
lation that is unsorted right now. I am not sure whether it is a
function of Federal legialation but I am told it is a functitm of how
that legielation is interpreted into State requirements.

It has to do with individuals between the ages of 18 and 22.
Those individuals are served by the school slatemand I am talk-
ing about severely handicapped individualsserved by the school

Our
of 18 at which time they are given a certificate of
who maymay pay for them to be in a particular to

tion. Our social services departmest takes over at Age ts the
cost of-tise workshop placement between 18 and 22 that t' force
a to leave a workshop if there is no fumling source avail-

Now if they have vocational potential, rehab can help them
during that intermediate 4 years, but if they are so severely dis-
shied that there is no vocational potential and rehab finds them in-
eligible for servioas, then that perm has lost place:Fent in that
sheltered workshop. That is a problem we are struijimg with, now
in Utah and trying to resolve. It hasn't been resol

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you. I want to thank Ms you gen-
tlemen for taking time out of what I know is a nice Saturday after-
noon to come and chat with us today. It means a lot to us.

Neva, we appreciate seeing you again. You are doing great work
and we are proud of you. Thank you.

We will go to our last panel now. We are going to discuss needs.
Excuse me. Yee, ma'am?
Ms. Owes's. I wanted to Make a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Could we wait right until the end, or do you

want to say it with regard to this panel?
Ma OWENS. Yes, I want to say it now.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You have to come up here. You need to

talk into this microphone. He will hand it to you, if you will just sit
right in the front row. We are holding a formal Federal he"
here. and we will be happy to get your words in there. Go

STATEMENT OF BESSIE MAE OWENS
Ms. OWENS. I am Bessie Mae Owens. I have worked about 30

years with coalitions on handicapped and disadvantaged people.
The report that is given here today, it covers the waterfront

more for the poor and disad . I noticed when this one man
spoke, he said, "left out or down." Well, that bogged down
part that they leave out is the ones.

However, I have also been to the meetings of the rehabilitation
and they are people that should be looked to and respected and
really take advantage of what they ha s passed out here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Bessie. We appreciate having
that.

Bessie is very active in the State and we are happy to have your
comments here today, albeit, Bessie. that we should have called
you as a witness.

Ms. °WRNS. Oh, no. [Laughter.)
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The CHAIRMAN. OK. We will oirt with our last panel here now,
and we are going to discuss needs not met by rehabilitation. Larry
Smith is our panel chairman, from the Utah Developmental Dis-
abilities Council in Salt Lake City.

Larry, I am going to have you introduce our other panelists. We
are very happy to have you all here today, and we will turn it over
to y_ou._

Mr Sum. Thank you, Senator.
This panel, I think, probably represents some real success stories

by rehabilitation, and that is part of the reason we are here. We
are not here as people with disabilities but we are here as people
with abilities, and I think it is important to note that we are here
because we want to be part of the system. We don't want to change
the system, arid we reel that is very important.

The very first person that I would like to call on as a member of
our panel is Gary Staley. Gary is a rehab counselor. He serves the
Price aiea, and he has some ' the most difficult people that there
could be to rehabilitate, and that is quadriplegics. I would like to
turn some time over to Gary now, if I could.

The CHAIRMAN. Gary, we are happy to have you here to present
your testimony.

STATEMENT OF GARY STALEY, REHABILITATION COUNSELOR,
PRICE, UTAH

Mr. STALKY. Thank you, Senator Hatch.
Senator Hatch, it is a pleasure to tie here with you. At the outset

of my talk here I would like to expewe appreciation to you and
your committee for the tremendous amounts of legislation and help
you have provided to the handicapped in general.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you.
Mr. Ssirru. I really appreciate that.
As I have been introduced, I am a rehabilitation counselors I

have been in that employ for the last 11 Ys years. During that time
I have seen the effectiveness of rehabilitation personally. I have
seen in eiwess of 500 rehabilitants pass through training programs
in to very effective, successful lives having stable employment. I
myself, as can be seen, am handicapped. I, too, was a recipient of
rehabilitation services, a program for which I will be lifelong in-
debted.

I have read through tkw, amendment very closely, and I do sup-
port the amendment in general. I know that Uteri are philosophi-
cal differences, especially to the client assistance program, but I do
feel that there is a real need for permanence of that program
which the till establishes. I am sure that those philosophical diner-
ences will most likely be ironed out in the months to come.

I am also encouraged about the continued emphasis on innova-
tive and expansion programs, along with the developmental disabil-
ity programs that it calzs for. Today, however, I would like to direct
my comments to the funding of the program in general for the re-
habilitation processes.

This eggs of funding of rehabilitation needs is a very important
one, I fetlt Within the bill, it is my hope and concern that the ap-
portioned funding for rehabilitation found in the amendment will
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be legislated at the levels indicated for fiscal years 1984, 1985, and
198ti, and of course with an authorization at that level eventually.

As you are aware. Rehabilitation Services has been operating for
a number of years on a static budget. Of course, the culpritinfla-
tionhas really eroded the ability to provide the livel of services
once provided rehabilitation clientele. In an effort to buoy up these
devalued dollars, many efforts have been taken by Utah rehabilita-
tion counselors and counselors in general to make extensive use of
similar benefits to assist in training. This has been brought out by
Mr. Berg, such as the use of Pell grants, basic grants, scholarships,
VA benefits.

In conjunction with this same effort, Rehabilitation Services has
reached out and worked with similarly aligned training p
such as WINN and CETA, to again buoy up the devalued rdttl:ntt
serve our clientele, whereby they might be eligible not only for re-
habilitation but also for these programs in general. Through a pool-
ing of resources, we have been able to stretch our rehabilitative
dollar.

This effort has not only been made interagency-wise on a train-
ing level, but we have also worked very closely with Mental
Health, Social Services, and Public Health to utilize their services,
such as counseling, medical support programs, and life support pro-
grams. To give you an example of how well this has worked, let me
provide you with some figures on the Southeastern Utah bistrict.

The district documented during fiscal year 198i -1982 over
$470.000 worth of similar aid benefits. We feel again this year we
have attained about this same level of similar aid benefits, and
these benefits have been used to supplement training programs, to
use in other areas of cost such as physical restoration, et cetera,
and living costs in general.

Now the aforementioned gives you a very clear idea of the efforts
that we have made as rehabilitation counselors to stretch this
dollar. However, no matter how great these efforts have been to
provide our clientele with needed services, we are still not meeting
the needs of our clients. This has been the first year in my counsel-
ing expericnce that we as a State have had to limit our summer
school activity. I have documented within the Southeastern Utah
District $-10.000 of services that needed to be provided this fiscal
year, but lacking funds, these services were not provided and these
clients were put on waiting lists until finances permit entrance
into training programs, or medical services, et cetera, this type of
thing

Now this inability to provide these needs on a timely basis to our
clientele also brings to mind another very important concern I
have about the narrowing of serves by rehabilitation in general.
Both on a Federal and State level, rehabilitation counselors have
been advised to use short-term training programs wherever possi-
ble

In some cases it is a very feasible idea and we have put this con-
cept into use. However, there are some individuals who, due to a
shortened program. do not really gain enough skill that will allow
them to be financially independent at the end cf the training pro-
gram and job placement. This results sometimes in umleremploy-
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merit and possible continued dependence upon public assistance
programs.

An example of this would be to share a client history with you. I
am currently working with a young divorcee, a mother having five
children who is on public assistance at this time. She is an individ-
ual who has completed successfully 2 years of college, on her way
to completing the 4-year program. I have put this individual in a 4-
year program before we started to kind of try to narrow down our
programs to make our bucks reach further.

She is a woman that I feel that, should we Interrupt her pro-
gram, the 4-year program, and maybe narrow it down to a 2-year
program, she would come out of our program at a point where she
would not be able to be a sufficient breadwinner to support her
children. Second, she would probably continue to be dependent on
some type of public assistance in the future. Yet the referrals that
will come into my office under similar circumstances, I will have to
consider a shorter-terM program for those individuals. My concern
is, then, are we doing these individuals a favor in shortening pro-
grams and not allowing them to achieve their full potential? Ade-
quate funding in the future is crucial for the survival and effective-
ness of rehabilitation.

It is hopeful that I have given you a clear view of our efforts to
make rehabilitation dollars go further. However, I really feel that
we are now exhausting resources and have arrived at a point
where we have to defer services to individuals, or in some cases ab-
breviate training programs that are not truly rehabilitating the in-
dividuals to where they can become financially independent.
. As you are aware rehabilitation is a program that pays and does
not cost, because through the rehabilitation process and individual
eventually surfaces; whereby he is independent, a taxpaying citi-
zen. and an individual that has a renewed strength in self-concept
for life.

It is my sincere hope that rehabilitation will have your support
as a committee for the necessary funding to carry out this pro-
gram, to help individuals who would like to have the opportunity
to prove themselves that they can carry out their responsibilities
and rules in life.

Again, I appreciate you, Senator Hatch, for all that you have
done as a committee chairman on this matter. I really do feel that
if we can possibly have this funding that is called forth in this
amendment. we can meet the needs of our chentA-le.

!The prepared statement of Mr. Staley follows:)
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rry, hop+ Aral ,rqpirt that the pr ,taKi app114.1tAt ions b,r funding uf liehatalitation

fraski in thy arrnitwet will Ia legislated at the level+ indicatod tor fie al

eratr s 1484, lt11,15, eitxi 1'04> with 4itettla &rat ion at such level.

Ae Ott nYt n4im, 44.d:111£ 4r ion O_I NAIR leen operating [of a

meter rmIt 4% W L. The odpiit- inflation. had vnyaNi gteatly the

It.4 xt 1. 0,, n the lvrI ,.f rvi-ts ,rioe provided to **Atli itat Ann Cilrfltele.

rf tar !, !Iasi :r-se Alva:Lad 1.1hirs. sony efforts have befi: 'Aiken by

riots Fis.ahi) Mat irr, tos1,11A,v. and I am ;,ire, of orinselors throautout urutfscl

mike eve vow 31mil imr irtarfit prwmtme,0 elml'A" In tratnI101,
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nuch as PM or basic Grants, scholareups, V11 beriefita, etc. This effort to
eer. trainii4/ maids. ocupl...1 with :admibilitation mating out and wicking very

ii+1711ady WWI turtiliar alitoned training programa rash as WD61 and CUM has in
place. 4 0..VI!OSI siktring cults in the miming of clientele wherein individuals

meet preurce e 1 191 tal I t 094 eTiti ria in one, tbri. or lteserblY three Proirree

"us has tot only helped the Rabid iiitatiuu proems to stretch our budts further.

he XL, u l I= l y . n helped other agencies ,oho face the saw problem as we haw.

Emil away t .w I. vJeuibly even ,ureter orthicons due to their budget. cuts and their

ataak oll.iee that they, tease, rx-ived. Thit, effort to coordinate interagency

wrwi, eN extends rum ,only in *raining atone, but ham joined forten to work with

tk,a1, &x sal Scervies, and Public- Health utilising servicee much an

tn.,, I f. paupip..;rs pirje4 ram arid rediral aissistrom.

45.0r rex. an exenpie how well this concept has worked, let me

imrote wItti ferret. figures of the SoUttEsasterr, "tab, neluditlitation District..

rN ,11-rrectind during fitioal year 1981-02, 5470.000 of atai liar aid

070 .1 rAiperviser fteIn that we have either roatched or exceeded

11.;; tru hs fiscal year. Timely Aid benefits that have been

t.ounte4t.w1 u.f.od tr, raip ludividunis with livinn nerds, care trainitej costs,

toil re, I. `Alsiparvl witti ktr,.;.oal restoration, etc.

rp of ,s.te.ntsre.d liven 1 rlear picture of th efforts that hive
lt 43 it 3' illations to stretch the inshataiLitatii.e

k *4 34* at tine f for% ie ixtivele our clientele with the needed

Ate 1.111 :wit 111-41.t 1;.«; neweke. 711 Li. Mu hew the first year
,4)V .:1 etiorirn,le th, ;;
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activity. I have iivueented with tie Southeastern Utah Dintrict, $410,000 of

atavisms that needed ti.) be provided this fiscal year, but with locking fund',

tasetiu at.Trvicata wen, not provided. Thnse clients have been ace a a holding

lace until finances permit their entry trito widow servitx S. as training.

pnysical rentiaatino. etc.

This inability to provide these needs cm a timely basis to our clientele

alrao brings to sand another ver important ciancern I have ablait the narrowing

'if ry lestianilitatiun in ,.pcirtaral. Both cis a Federal tmd an a State level

isivatuLitation Orunaidora have been advised to um shirt -term training programs

where ever posashle. In mime rates It'S a very famnible idea, anii Hehehilitarion

put thI.N sTwunit into tzan, However, there are ewe individuals, the

iinottened pilaitato, who molly not x.iain enough skills that will allow

tlirt P. Tr -fin,s.r.,,i1Iy incklatwlent" at the end of a training program and

placienstnt. (,4W. to andriaploysigNit and p:Ms11.4e centimes' deprinckswie

A,, ,at xastrke of This tact; "I .r curnraly Wilitc3nq with

r can,/ elAvrrz,vv.1 five ctilhlren, who 44 currently dependent on public

assistance t`cr fire :tam= of suisrirt. ^he Is an itaLividwil, wha his corapleted

'el/VerfiSt y TAW.A yVarti It aulleio in a business pitscram. These first two yetics

will he preiettory to het crevletang a program in Ixwliie s seariatoevant at a

jz,.Kkr.$1t.J. '.h 01),,Itai I placed )ri 1 !Mir yoar before can.

Ino,u1 to drciana the ,nutuardors Uhorten vacatinnal training program.

t-ske this mare it point. in tine, after M. years of

trwl placing :sr in the ,14,lorent rkirk ,, thre *amid be ix) way ',la I can see

. tire +4;41,1 t ..tftetive u. being a bread winner to those (told-ten and be
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independmnt of any type of public progress for financial assiitanott.' Tat, the

refera6s that may main into our office under these aleiliar circumstances, i will

have to cemaidar thee completing a short-tests progxemi. Adequate funding in the

Faure will be crucial for the survival and effectiveness; of Rehabilitation.

It is hopeful that X have given to you a clear view of our efforts to

=kis Rehabilitation drillers go further; however I really feel that we ire Milo

eudateetirvi resouratme and have arrived at a point where we have to defier services

to individuals - or in some cams, abbreviate training programs that axe not

treaty rehabilitating that individnal where they can become fineeciay independ-

ent. As you are awe, Rehabilitation is a program that pays and dOes eat oust,

became throuah the rehabilitation process an individual enentueity surfaces;

whereby he is firennially independent, a Ls: paying citiren. an individual that has

A mum& 'strength in self rrincept for life. it is my sincere hope that

Remabilitation &maitre will hese )V411 support Cot the necessary funding to

carry out its programs, to help needy individuals who would like to have .its

opernIumity to pane themselves that they too ten carry out their responsibility

and role in life. Thank you kindly for this opportunity to present this

testimony.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Gary. I appreciate your kind re-
marks.

Mr. Sham. The next. person I would like to introduce is Mr. Ste-
phen Mikita. Steve is an attorney at law, and he is currently eery-
ingma: an assistant in the State attorney general's office.

CHAIRMAN. I know Steve real well Steve helped us on the
Judiciary Committee, back on my staff in Washington. We sure are
proud of him and all that he has done. In fact, I am proud of all
three of you. My goodness, I think you are beautiful examples of
what good programs can do.

Steve, we will turn to you at this time. I used to tell you what to
do; now you can tell me what to do. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF J. STEPHEN NIKITA, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL STATE OF UTAH

Mr. NIIKITA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Chris. It is indeed an
honor and privilege to appear before your committee this afternoon
to share with you some of my views concerning the Rehabilitation
Amendments of 1983.

At the outset, however, I must explain that I appear before you
today as an individual who is extremely interested in advancing
the rights of the handicapped community, and one who is a grate-
ful past recipient of vocational rehabilitation services. Today I am
not appearing in my official capacity as an assistant attorney gen-
eral for the State of Utah and, therefore, none of this testimony
represents either the views of the attorney general himself or the
office in which I am employed.

The CHAIRMAN. We will try and help get them across to him.
[Laughter.]

Mr. Murrm. I think he concurs in most of my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. I think he does.
Mr. Mims. Mr. Chairman, these amendments to the current

law demonstrate your firm commitment and rticular sensitivity
to both the needs of and the potential within the handicapped com-
munity. Senator Hatch, you understand that those of us who have
been given the challenge of overcoming different physical and
mental limitations all share the same handicaps of hurdling not
only architectual but attitudinal barriers.

I would much prefer to confront the inconvenience posed by a
curb or revolving door than to struggle with the fear and bias
which still alienates those of us who, through no fault of our own,
do not conform to society's perceptions ir:f the physical norm or
what constitutes cosmetic orthodoxy. Change to the latter requires
more than an elevator or a ramp. What is desperately needed wan
opportunity for those of us with special disabilities to show our
unitive capabilities, both in the classroom and in the workplace.

It is this legislation which invites us to do much more than
dream. It encourages us to try and enables us to succeed. Through
this bill's appropriation provisions, Mr. Chairman, we see the tan-
gible realities of this new legislative promise. For too long we have
been crippled by the soaring costs which have frustrated all of us
and even defeated some of us. Your bill is not a charitable after-
thought, but a realistic investment.
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All of us have the desire and most or us share the mutual needs
for job counseling to realize what we can do, and then the money
to assist us in doing it. We must insure that the "qualified persim-
nel" referred to in your bill provide effective job counseling, while
aiding us in securing meaningful opportunities which maximize
our vocational talents and dignify our ft.mined efforts.

Furthermore, subsequent to job placement there should be con-
sistent and periodic followups by the counselor to determine the
success of the program and to monitor the satisfaction of both the
client and his employer. Also, we must not allow the financial as-
sistance to and counseling for the severely handicapped provided in
the bill to become a low-priority item during times of economic
prioritizing. We who are severely handicapped desire our -
tionate fair shake, and principles of equal protection dsat no
less.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you again for this opportunity to
express my views regarding this tion, which signifies more
than a pat on the back to this country's handicapped community.
It is at once another profound step toward our hope of an ultimate
embrace and integration into our society. We who shim society's
sympathy applaud your advocacy on our Whalf.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN, Thank you, Steve. I appreciate that very much.
Larry?
Mr. SMITH. The last person we have on our panel is Leslie

Horkan. Leslie is going to be the new president at Westminster
College, and she has been very active in civic affairs for, I guess,
most of her life. She has served on several committees, and she has
been out in the forefront trying to make people understand that
these attitudinal barriers must come down, and they arejust as im-
portant and just as hard to get past as closed door. Therefore, I
would like to present Leslie Horkan.

The CHAIRMAN. Leslie, we are really happy to have you here. I
have been working to try to save Westminster College, too. We
have had our problems there, but we are glad to have the student
body president from Westminster with us and we are really proud
of you. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LIB LIE HORKAN. STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT.
WESTMINSTER COLLEGE

Ms. HORKAN. Thank you. As you, Larry, I am a student at West-
minster College. where I am studying psychology. I was born with
a degenerative nerve disorder, which left me walking until about
the age of 1.1. when the anaesthetics used during a spinal operation
further damaged my nerves and confined me completely to a
wheelchair. Since then I have been involved with many organiza-
tions serving the handicapped, as Larry mentioned. Being involved
with the handicapped and working with them, as well as being
handicapped myself. I feel qualifies me to speak about the needs of
the disabled.

My experience with vocational rehabilitation has been extremely
positive. Besides just receiving aid with tuition, I have received
other important services, such as equipment to make my schooling



a more convenient, acmes to typists, job referrals, and valuable
advice from my counselor. If it hadn't been for vocational rehabili-
tation I wouldn't be holding the paaltkas of student body wesident
which I now hold at Westminster in fact, I probably
wouldn't even be attending Westminster -

I walk' like to see every handicapped individual receive the
same opportunity that I have had. Now, I woukl like to share some
of my ideas regarding the needs of the handicapped.

First of all, I know that with the decreased funding it is extreme-
ly difficult to reach so many clients and allow them to choose their
own programs, but I think it is just as true for handicapped bull-
vkluals as it is for anyone else, that one must the work that
he or she will do in order to obtain a job and to it. Therefore,
personal preference must be taken into account when developing
programs for the

Another issue deals
allowed

rogramvat;asilalth. To my knowl-
edge, the maximum time
schooling is the bachelor's degree. Vcone program areas may take

rehabilitation for

las time than that while others will take more time. Therefore, in-
dividualized planning is important for the success of a client.

Some basic skills, also, that are needed to enter and stay in the
work force are skills such as basic social skills, time management,
leadership, assertiveness, and grooming. In this area, a
such as a prevocational skills workshop series could be
easily by independent living centers, this would be very beneficial
in making the transition to the work force for handicapped people
much more successful.

Another key issue which I failed to mention in my written teiti.
monydon't sok me whjis transportation. In order to even go
out and apply for a job, we need a dependable and inexpensive
transportation system for the handicapped. It is

Finally. I have three other areas that deserve Um:
First of all, there needs to be an increased awareness by the handi-
capped individuals themselves of what kind of are avail-
able to them. I have talked to many, many ,t"-- people and
many don't even realize what is out there for their use.

There also needs to be an increased awareness by the general
public as to the needs of the handicap. I believe that this will
facilitate communication between the ftdicapped and nonhandi-

cared.Willy, there needs to be better coordination of services between
those agencies which serve the handicapped, This will decrease
costly duplication of services.

I would just like to say I truely appreciate the opportunity to be
here and sham my ideas with you, Senator Hatch.

(The prepared statement of 111s. Horkan follows :]

S. I 11
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The CHAIRMAN. We appeciate your that.
I have a - , of questions for you In S. 1340 the State

W5.4 percentill for 1105, and apercentaPPIV1126. ThriecrPet
cent of the act's total funding, Since you all have been participants
in rehabilitation, what do you ibel could be done to utilise these
new rehabilitation dollars? What current . ... E - = or policies could
be charaged in current wad:korai - ,.. ., ".". . . which

-would cut costa or improve services? Equal we start you, Gary?
Mr. &Amt. OK. 0, back to my statement and n eetinronY,

that we need to take and deal with them
They all have different aptitudes, -Wilde', strengtha,Itirowledgi,'
and so forth, and they also have different desires as to 'what they
would like to become. With the narrowing concept that I pointed
out in my testimony, where we had to take a look at a sliorter.term

trained.
program where possible, same of these individuals are bei7 under-

I think that these new dollars would allow us once agabi to move
where we can consider the indivklual on a flaw* .4 train-
ing program. Ralbr, them, when they complete that - .-f 41 they
will be ready for the , .. t 11 -.1 t market and will i . trade-
pendent person we are , for.

V.4.:-.1
'. ,

as -s
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The CHAIRMAN. OK. Do any of you other panelists care to coin-
ment on that?

Ms. Homigx. I would just like to agree with Gary 100 percent.
The Cumasiss: OK. Steve?
Mr. Miura. Well, Mi. Chairman, I would support the comments

of the other three. I think that the realization of what we as handi-
capped people can do comes at a basic level oI educatiim, and that
that education process must begin at an early immediately
when the pea* either hicur their ter lin accident ca.
through birth. V early on in life must realize that they do
have special ea. ties and that they can achieve things; and that
there are
burden which their

families
has placed on the shoulders of their

to help- relieve their families of the melon=

famil and that they can be encouraged, that they can live meg-I-
be t. as far as their . , ...can allow

prod
them, away

ve
from their families and containe to country's

ucti efforts.
The CHAIRMAN. OK. As collimators, what do you s -4.: y feel

about possibly separating vocational rehabilitation 4,a, its nonvo-
cational as our panel 2 here today I mighi
also ask rd to that, will this benefit be a , tage to the
severely person? Gary, 63 you want to take that?

Mr. STAIXT. 0 . I am sure you are very well aware-,and I think
Mr. Berg points this outwe .do have in place a very strong ac-
countability system, but oftentimes we do have to any the num-
bers games too. We have to show that we are effective in rehabili-
tating and so forth. Again going back to my original statement,
moving_people too fast for the system. Maybe we are not benefiting
that individual to the extent we really could, had we not been wor-
rying about this type of statistic and trying to move them through
the system that fast.

Therefore, I think that yes, accountability is necessary to show
and wmv the program really works, I think if in some way we
cmiM move away from that we could be more effective to
handica_pped in

The CHAIRMAN. you.
Leslie? ,

Ms. HORRAN. I am not sure I completely understood that ques-
tion. Separating the services offered by vocational rehabilitation
and-- -

The CHAIRMAN. From its mmvocational provisions, as suggested
by our second panel here today.

Ms. NORMAN. Oh, OK. I ffo.t
Well, just in my own opinion, I think that they could work really

well together. Like I suggested, the skills for those people that
maybe don't have as much contact, social contact, I think those
kinds of things could be offered kind of in conjunction.

The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Steve, do you have a comment on that?
Mr. Miar. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I think that what is at issue is the effective administration, of

these programs, the avoidance of duplication of services, and the
achievement of reaching as many .people as possible. If that can be
achieved through separating the services, without affecting to the
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of the leadership of people like Senator Randolph thrmigh the
years, in being willing to make some of these changes.

Little did I know, when I got _started fighting the local school
boards in Pittsburgh, Pa., on behalf of handicamed people, that I
would be in a position some day where I could really hello in some
of These areas,. or that so many cha occurred even
before I got there that have been so bww&migl to the ponds in our
country.

I have been very respectful of all of the witnesses today. I think
they have done a tremendous job. I want to thank the
who have presided and introduced the various panelkots. I think
is a tribute to our committee to have such excelhmt - and
leaders in the community with us to do that "

This is only one it is an important bill. We work on all
the handicapped issues in the Labor and Human ReSOUTCOS Com-
mittee, and I think we need to do MM. We need, to make the pro-
grams that we do have better and we need to continue to oversee
these programa, and that is what we are

say that would like to im
trying to do hiwe today.

Now let me just I knowledge the in.
volvement of my own Advisory Committee on the Handkapped,
chaired by Dr. Marvin Fifield and Dave Gordsm. That committee
has been very, very helgul to me, and they ci course have been
belied and aided by so many of you handicapped leaders through-
out the State of Utah.

I can tell you my next meeting of that committee is schedikled for
July 6 at 10 a.m. in the board of education office-. If there are
bets in the audiente who are interested in following the imams that
directly affect disabled persons in Utah, or anybody else fOr that
matter, you m'Wit want to attend because those meetings are good
meetings. I rmUy gain a lot from them, and of course I can say
that Utah probably has at this point as much if not more input
into the handicapped programs of this country as any State in the
linion.

Dave, do you want to say -something? couldn't see you. My
ripheral vision wasn't that rod.

Mr. GOMM. That is all right. Mine is bad, too. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF DAVID R. GORDON, VICE CHAIRMAN, HATCH
. ADVISORY comoirmrs ON THE HANDICAPPED

Mr. GORDON. Senator Hatch, as I sat and listened to the testimo-
ny by all of the panels I was very impressed. The last panel, I
think, or the last group indicatedespecially Mr. Staleythat with
the reduction of the money and trying to shorten the training op-
portunities of the handicapped people, it appears to me what It will
do is, it will begin to create disincentives for the handica to go,
to rehabilitation. Those of us who may have received ,." , lily
through SSA or SS1, in that, if we are undertrahied we are not
able to make as much as we receive through the other programs.
Therefore, l think that needs to be very seriously considered.

Another issuc that I know is not covered by these particular
. things but needs to be examined, perha that is in the area of

reasonable accommodations which is under section 5041.
All it says in those regulations is that if an agency or an employer

100
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receives Federal mums, they must povide reasonable acconmio-
dations. Well, they inktt see a remonable accommodation as a rail
in the bathroom. I would like to summit that possibly a
be attached to that, that x percent of Federal moneys miltemir
dressed to namable accommodations kw the employment of
handicapped ir'uhviduak. .

The Cstrunsms. I might mention that title 5, what are talk-
ing about right here, we are going to address . - mat yiar.

Mr. Goatoori. Great.
The Cumassmi. Therefore, we will pat into that. I may hot be

chahman at the end of 1964, but up through the end of 1984 we
are going to address these Mines, I will tell you.

Mr. Goanori. OK. Another issue that I think is very signifkant,
and I have talked with atrkhut I think it i$ important ape a
of the vocational rehabilitation counselor's work in trying to
people become gainfully employed, even those who are
tiane_atthrough ahelthetweapresent

socialweRtshaPetime sm' w/r.r currentlyt ear lime ininerea sad et.Mikan*, in a significant amount, but personal seeds
which go toward grooming effects has stayed. at $25 for os7.711
years. I think we need to look Atha* issues, too, and.vt kind of
self does this give to the recipients who arelit an instita-
tion by no fault of their oven.

ing with all of the - ."°°6 handicapped
I appreciate the , as one of your cochairmen, of wink-

And trYing
input to you which you so athstrides. urtly have - to Congress and have
made some significant

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank Dave. We it.
With that, I want to has parplcipated

todw, all d yott who Jun* come to listen. means thafwe have
had 11 regular witnesses, and we have had 2 abalone! witnesses
in Bessie and in Dm, all of 'Arm have added something..to this
partiailai ibty toThearnige. We have made, I think, a very effective
record that other members of committee will be very interest-
ed. We will make sure that they interested in it.

We are grateful to have all of you here. With that, we will recess
this committee.

Excuse me. Do you have 'a comment? If you could, please state
your name into the mike there so we can have a record.

STATEMENT OF VAN POTTER, DIRECTOR, MAURICE WARSHAW
FOUNDATION FOR EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED-,
PROJECIM WITH INDUSTRY.

Mr. Poem. Senator Hatch, thank you very much for this oppor.
tunity. My, name is Van Potter, and I am presently director of the
projects with industry program which is presently being rondo;
through the Maurice Warshaw Fcandation.

I would like to limit my comments to section 162,
tion 621, projects with industry, regarding especially the Sty
of designated State units for funding .un4er the act. I believe that
the original purpose of this section of the act was to insure the in-
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